


^gainst the Attack on Iron Mine Workers.

The Working Committee of the A.I.T.U.C. notes 

with concern to the growing unemployment of 2 5000 adivasi 

workers men and women .in the Iron Ore Mines of Barajamda 

sector consisting of Singhbhum District of Bihar and Orissa. 

This has not only resulted in the Xetrenchment and loss of 

jobs for the above 25000 workers but has also seriously 

aifected the socio-economic life of the people at large in 

this area. This is caused by the decision of the Mineral & 

Metal Trading Corporation of Govt, of India to cut down 5o% 

of the off take for export. The refusal of the Govt, of India 

to connect the Railway link between Barm and Paradeep Port 

and to improve the draft in the Paradeep Port has intensified 
the crisis .

The workers have conducted serious and continuous 

strikes and struggles and faced the repressive machinery of 

the Govt. Ihe people at large in this region have resorted 

to one day’s Bundh to voice their protest against the anti

people policies of the Govt, of India. Hit nothing has been 

done and the atrack on the remaining thousands of workers 

goes on. Tie public and private sector mine managements 

have been taking advantage of the situation to deprive the 

adivasi wozkers their benefits and rights earned through 

long struggle of past.

Therefore, the Working Committee calls upon the 

Govt, of India to restore the full quota of off take of 

iron Ore for export and for steel mills and to take over 

the private mines and expeditious steps for completion of 

the aforesaid Railway Dink and the improvement of the draft 
in Paradeep Port.

It calls upon the Mine workers to continue and 

intensify their struggle against the Govt .policies in 
cooperation with the people in general in Bihar and Orissa.

D .C .Mohanty.



Thermal & At J? ow erJPlan tg..

A.I.T.t.O. calls upon its affiliates to take

cognisance of the need to end Power Crisis in this coun n 

for developing the national economy towards self reliance . 

In this content the setting up of Thermal Power Plants and

tomic Power Plants become very essential

Karnatka -

further takes note c 

vested interests and

^alcvlattd efforts on the part of 

some foreign agencies to thwart an

delay the setting up of taese 

whether it is BaBj^shwar Plant

>r &1^Piant in Roodanguxam

plants of national importanc
1 Kaiga

in West Bengal ory Plant in

and The rm al Pl an t

.^oi th hadras. This meeting reputes the argumen 

reasons advanced by the some reactionary forces 

setting up of .these nuclear power plants . This 

urges that these At Plants will have to be set

necessary inbuilt safeguards.
This meeting urges on the Govt, of ^di* 

Held to the pressure of vested-interest and misguide 

persons in this regard but to expedite setting up of 

these plants. This meeting calls upon its affiliate^ 

to take all necessary steps including campagins to de 

the game of reaction and see that the power crisis re



Solid arjj^wlthe with Aluminium Worker s .

Hie Working Committee of the A .1 .T .U ,C» fully supports 

the demands and struggle of the workers in Aluminium Industry 

in the Country for establishment of an industrial bipartite in 

the industry on lines with the prevailing NTCS in steel industry, 

for full utilisation of productive capacies of the industry and 

for the same establishment of captive power plants in Belgaum, 

Hira Kud and ALupuram smeltors oi the Indian Aluminium company 

for abolition of contract workers system in the industry and 

against the attack of the managements both Public & Private on 

the Irade inion rights, as well as against retrenchment^ 

and closures .• It expresses full solid arity with the programme 

of struggle decided in the Lnited All Inma Convention 

organised for All India Aluminium workers Federation last 

month in Ruri . It supports the struggle conducted by the 

workers of Bale© resulting in appreciable gains.

It calls upon the Govt . of India to forthwith accept 

the demands of the workers and ensure full production and 

productivity in the industry.

kov<r- b-.G.hohanty.



ON EMPLOYEES. P . K. -ACT/

Tae working Committee of the .All India Trade 

Lnion Congress (AITUC) in its meeting held in New Delhi 

on 26th October strongly urged upon the Govt, of India to 

raise the rate of contribution in the Employees Provident 

fund to 10> as per the unanimous recommendations of the 

Standing Labour Committee and the Central Board of Trustees.

The Committee expressed its grave concern over the 

rising volume of the arrears under the Employees provident 

PUnd and Rise. prov.Act which according to the latest 

available reports amounts to more than Ls .300 Crores. This 

affects lakhs ofworkers who are not able to get Provident 

Md on rt trenchment or retirement. Many big employers 

in the ^exempted category"' are misappriating Provident Fund 

of the workers, The .Committee urges upon the Govt, of India 

to take stringenet measures to recover the.tr arrears. 

The Govt ..-may pay provident fund to the workers even if 

the employers have not deposited from its own funds.

Tre Committee further urgeg upon the Govt, of India 

to accept the long standing demand of the workers and all 

the Trade taiions for introduction of tne old age, invalidity 

and Survivors ’ Pension Scheie for the industrial workers by 

amalgagating the -Family Pension Scheme, Employees Deposit 

Linked Scheme, the Pensionary Benefits under the 'Employees' 

State Insurance Scheme and by making contributions

If necessary a part of the Provident Fund can also be used 

for this purpose.

Com. Parduman Sinph,



The Working Committee of the AITuC expresses its strong 

indignation at toe adamant attitude of the Government in pushing 

through the 1982 base consumer price index disregarding the oppo* 

sition of all Central trade union organisations^which was made 

Known in different forums during th© last few years.

before introduction of a new series# the trade unions 

demanded implementation of the unanimous recommendations of the 

Rath Committee and to rectify the 1960 series accordingly. But 

the Government has refused to do so and as a result the linking 

factor with the new series will remain depressed adversely 

affecting the dearness allowance payable to workers.

/ Moreover# the trade unions pointed out too shortcomings

and defects in the family budget survey# the weighting diagram 

arising out of that which will ultimately distort the Consumer 

Price index and will depress the actual movement of the indices.

The Working Committee considers that toe adamant stand 

taken by toe Government in imposing the new index series brushing



their due compensation for actual riise in cost of living, 

‘The iferkIngz^maHdS^f mrasnt of India to with-

hold introduction of the new 1982 series till the objections of 

tie trad® unions are Met and warn/that the trade unions will not 

accept tills fraudulent index and launch countrywide struggle 
against it. ,

Jhe blocking do^uxucee all trade unions irrespe

ctive, of aff 111st tons to organic protest. actions against this 

sinister move of tno c^visruMiant to impose this index which wit i 

adversely affect all wage ar® salary earners,

p, I



Against .Increase oi hugar- price

The working Somittee of tins aitjc strongly condemns 

the recent increase by 15 pales pax Milo of^su^or and changing 

the proportion of levy and freesal® sugar to 45—55 In favour of 

sugar tycoons* This decision of tha Government will only 

fatten the sugar millowners by fleecing the consumers and the 

sugarcane growers who have teen denied remunerative price. This 

fresh rise in price is all the mor® conderanabl® in a year when 

it is claimed that sugar production has reached record level. 

/The working Committee demands ?lthd a _:.. of the increase in 

price which is totally unjustified4^*

Th® working Committee‘reiterates tue demand of nationa

lisation o th® sugar industry which will release hx the industry 
A/\—<Jk.

from th© dutches of the sugar barons protact the inter

ests of the workers, canegrowers and the consumers at large.



Against .-Closures, Lockouts etc.

This Working Qoaml ■tee of the

v; k u 4 /M/u ^.a $' ft ft

XTUC draw attention
or the trade anions ana workelrs to the persistent problem of closures,
, \
lockouts, •sick&^s8l• etc. throwing out^tens of thousands of workers 
which has assumed serious pro^Mth-oos^kao^ of closed mills 

and factories and restoration of jobs has become an urgent task of
V VS . \ene thtira trade union mvemntl fowontions, confei and various9V ^‘4/ \

forma of agitations whi^i ware conduc&sd lodg w^beh have to be 

continued, broadbawd and, strenguhened*

Tx»e Working CowBlttWe at tne- same time it necessary

, to stddyin depth the problems of closure of incustrial units ana th€
L , \

factors resgunsible so as to >ork out concretely the steps in cne

| of mchnology, finance, iwnagemnt etc. that em without

acversel / xt affecting a«gx<jc®rs workers s»>e~^tte<g--c0ad it ion 3 ~of~3ervwe-
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help in restarting closed units# 

in respect of lockouts

lockouts# ti« Working Committee or opinion that resolute solids-.— 

rity actions are needed co thwart the employers from using the 

weapon of lockouts to browbeat the workers and to force una# to
CM,vkv4 p^^

accept harsher conditions of work#*redundancy# even wage cut# 

The working Committee *-dirreccs--th£^--^ 'to

evolve such a programme of action in cooperation with other

central trade union organisations and autono.nous fed®rations.



IN SUPPORT UR NPGG
X

The Working GonHaittee of the AXfua extends^support 

to^longdrawn struggle being conducted by the workers of UPCG 

under the leadership of their Federation against retroaehment 

following extensive contracting out of work to private contra

ctors by this public sector establishment.
L^UU^

These workers have been continuing their dharna/vand 

other forms of agitation including strike actions to reverse 

the reactionary policy of HPCC .management. p M
Urluix 1^*- F*~X«^-?xAv-Ux ex ■v-e-tfi ,



ON WAGE NEGOTIATIONS IN LN- PUBLIC SECTOR 

The Working Committee of the AITUC is seriously 

concerned about the inordinate delay in wage negotiations and 

settlement of the dd demands of over 20 lakh public sector waxa 

worters of our country.

Though it si is mote than three years the last settle

ment was arrived in some public sector undertakings, there is no 

sight of auaky understanding on the present charter of demands.

While Interim Relief has been granted to the employees 

it has not helped bringing the solution near^TThe Bureau of 

public sector enterprises has been going one directive after 

another going against^very principles of proper negotiations 

and settlement. For example, one of the directives of the 

Government is that in those Public sector undertakings where 

the settlement expired after July 1987 the managements should not 

pay Interim Relief; and where it has been paid the same has to be 

recovered. Also, proposals are made to adjust the Interim Relief 

paid from 1-1-86 upto the settlement in the future agreements which 

^".Lhymeans deduction from their pay arrears of payment due on settlement 

In respect of Dearness Allowance, the^reference to the Triparite 

Committee itself is defective and does not mention the concept of



ON GOBBaCHEV’S new initiative

Comrade Gorbachev in a new initiative to ensure peace 
and step y step disarmament,has unilaterally announced that the 
Soviet Union will withdraw $0,0000 soldi er sandz a part of the 
conventional arms from Europe.

After the I.N.F. Treaty there is an atmosphere in which 
the demand for disarmament is growing and' a number of regional 
wars are coming to an end .

In this background the announcement of Comrade Gorbachev/ 
strengthens the peace forces ana demand for disarmament.

further Comrade Gorbachev has proposed a 100 years 
moratorium on debits of the glea$t~ developed countries. 
Number of developing countries are also caught in the deb^t 
trap_which is hampering their economic development and in 
some cases has shattered their economy, ihe rescheduling of 
debits of other developing countries is called for.

The Working Committee hails the announcement regarding 
partial withdrawal of the conventional arms and urges on the 
Western Countries and the U.S.A. to negotiate and arrive at an 
agreement disarmament. The A.I.T.U.C. urges on the creditor 
countries and the International financial institutions to agree 
to the proposal of Comrade G'orbachev and evolve new international ' 
monetary and financial order under the auspicious-of the U.N.O. e 
The A.I.T.U.C. further urges upon the Government of India to 
take initiative that the NAM for acceptance of the proposals of 
Com .Gorbachev by the developed Capitalist Countries and the 
International financial Institutions.



Devastating ^archquaxe in Armenia

The Working tommittee of the AICUC expresses deep shock and 

sorrow at the devastating earthquake early this month in Armenia 

in the USSR resulting in tragic death of thousands of people# 

injuring and rendering homeless several lakhs of people. several 

cities have been completely destroyed*

The Working Committee sends on behalf of the Indian working 

class deep sympathy to the victims of ths tragedy and extends 

solidarity with the pe pie of Armenia and of the USSR at this 

nour of tribulation, c 7

Tae Working Cosrimittee the help promptly sent by the

Government of India for the earthquake victims.

The working Committee urge^^on all trade unions to_donate 

liberally to the funds sponsored by the All-India Peace and 

Solidarity Organisation and ISCUS in aid of the earthquake victims.



Working Committee of the a.l.T.U.C. expresses grave 
concern at the persistently deteriorating situation in the 
Textile Industry with closures, lay-off and lock-outs of Mils 
continuing unabated, swelling the ranks of workers thrown out 
of job^in most cases without proper compensation and even 
without statutory retrechment benefits. The Govt .stubbornly 
refuses to adopt any remedial action, th^s virtually abeSng 
the criminal activities of the employers. In fact it appears 
to be setting the /lace for carrying out mass retrenchment of 
workers by reducing the working strength in N.T.C.Mlls in the 
name of'surplus labour .(

^at is surprising and shocking is the fact that 
the ’Review Committee’ Set up by the Govt, of India to assess 
the outcome of the implementation of the New Textile Policy, 
has not even met once even after the elapse of about 6 months 
'ofTt^ brought into existence.

While welcoming the initiative taken by the AITLC/ 
CITI with other left-oriented National T.Us in holding, a 
National Convention of Textile Workers ’ Organisations in 
Kanpur recently, the Working Committee calls upon all its 
affiliates in the Textile Industry to vigorously implement 
tie decisions of the Convention in cooperation with other 
Textile .'orkers ’ Organisations.
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aside all reasonable objections of trade unions is to deny workers 

their due compensation for actual rise in cost of living*

The working demawde-efI the Government of India to with- n
hold introduction of the new 1982 series till the objections of 

tae trade unions are met -and warn^that trade unions will not 

accept tills fraudulent index and launch ^countrywide struggle 

against it*

The working Committee all trade unions irrespe

ctive'!,, of affiliations to organise prot st actions against this 

sinister move of the Government to impose this index which will 

adversely affect all wag^ and salary earnors,

Against closures, Lockouts etc*

The Working Committee of the AXTtt draws attention 

of the trade unions and workers to the persistent problem of closures* 

lockouts* “sickness* etc* throwing out^tens of thousands of workers 

which has assumed serious proportions, Aeopening of closed mills 

and factories and restoration of jobs has become an urgent task of 

the entire trade union movement, Conventions, conferences and various 

forms of agitations which were conducted so long mahm have to be 

continued* broadbased and strengthened.

The Working Committoe at the sarae time deems it necessary 

to study in depth the problems of closure of industrial units and the 

factors responsible so as to work out concretely the steps in the 

sphere of technology* finance* management etc, that can without 

adversely xk affecting mxidfckxx; workers a>*a__tAe-ir eonditions^f ' service
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eM^help in restarting dosed units.

in respect of lockouts ana particularly longdrawn 

lockouts, tne forking Committee^oc opinion that resolute solida

rity actions are needed to thwart the employers from using the 

weapon of lockouts to browbeat the workers and to force to 

accept harsher conditions of work, redundancy, wage cut, 

etc. 
... ™ Crne hording Committee ^<3^3^ the ■ Jceie Lai la L Lo 

evolve ©ash a programme of action in cooperation with other 

central trade union organisations ana autonomous federations, 
/t^.. GX.. A . A 

Against increase of Sugar price

The Working Committee of the AITUC strongly condemns 

the recent increase by 15 paise per kilo of sugar and cnanging 

the proportion of levy and free sale sugar to 45-55 in favour of 

sugar tycoons. This decision of the Government will only 

fatten the sugar millowuers by fleecing the consumers and the

sugarcane growers wao have been denied remunerative price. This 

f resn rise in qlice is all tne more condemnable in a year when 

it is claimed that sugar proauction has reached record level.

/The working Committee demands withdrawal of rhe increase in 

price which is totally unjustified, -X

The working Committee reiterates tne demand of nationa

lisation o/~ the sugar Industry walch will release hx tne industry 

from the clutches of the sugar barons and wiil protect? the^inter- 

ests of the workers, canegrowers and the consumers at large.

......... . a /dKT
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Qti PRIVATISATION OP THB PUBLIC. Sg.CS&B

Despite several statements to the contrary, tie Government 

of India is continuing its devine towards privatisation of the

public Sector units. The scooters India Ltd. is sought to >os sold 

to the sajajs* Kaptaia Cupataina ox industry in the private sector 

are brought on top to merge the affairs of the Air Inula and 

Indian Art Airlines* SB Tatoja unit Of Bharat Electronics Ltd. 

and the premier Electronics industry of our country is sought to 

be privatised by selling the majority » C®$ percent) to

4

the multi -national COiVell finglnuering GO. 

3a^ber~of’^service3 in ^oacT £‘r^

0

th./ Indian Samtells

such as

Canteenp maintenance* security etc* axe already handed over to

^private agencies*
various projects are sought t@ be implemented whereby 

even the Defence sector will be penetrated the Private

ente rpre nure•
The AXTUC strongly condemns ox privatisation of public

sector which is being undertaken by the Jo verns ah

to help the monopolists but also the world BanM which la 

pressuring for greater and greater privatisation to help th®

multinationals jhi AIIUC considers these measures as totally

opposed to nationally accepted
and

policy {self reliance and building

and independant economy.
The Working Committee of the AXWC urges Upon the 

Government of India to give up all such umbmxe® of privatisation

and help tne growth and expansion of th* public sector*
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While congratulating the Public Sector workers who 

by going on a day strike on January 21* 1988 manifested in a 

glorious manner their opposition to privatisation of the public 

Sector appeals to the.--.; to still further step up the campaign 

against privatisation so that the Government is forced tn give up 

all such retrograde moves, ^he AXXUC wholeheartedly supports the 

struggle of the public sector x^orters against privatisation* -



full neutralisation and brings into foaus irrelevant issues. 

The D.A. Committee of the Government of India is yet to consider 

the issues seriously.

It is further matter of regret that though negotiations 

are being held on and off in the public Sector, there have been 

no proper offers on the basis of which an agreement could be 

arrived at in respect of Minimum c use, rates of increment, HRA 

and CCA, period cl. agreement and other matters, 6n the other handy 
giving a 

by proposing agreements from prospective dates and by ^xxngxonx 

directive limiter the rise upto 12V2 percent if the agreement

is retrospective ano 15 percent if it is prospective, the BPE and 

the Government of India are not only stalling negotiations but 

are at the very roots of collective bargaining.

The A. I.T.U.C.- strongly condemns this approach of the 

BPE and the Government of India which has meant purposeful aelay 

in the wage negotiations in the public sector. It moans’ the 

Government of India to take note of the mount^ discontent

। any the Public Sector workers, and act expeditiously so that 

&& proper and just settlement is arrived at.

In this connection, the Working Committee expresses 

its solidarity and support to the conclusions of the Committee of 

public sector Trade unions (CP STU) . Which met recently, and to 

the programme of action including indefinite strike if the wage 

negotiations are not concluded before the end of January 1989.



ON iiELEASE Oy NELSON RAeLELa

Tie Working Gerami ttee of the A.I.T.U.C. is deeply 

anguished at the continued detention of Nelson Mandela 

for over 28 years by the South. African Racist Regime.

The Botha Government refuses to release him depiste his failing 

health and despite the world-wide public demand to riease him.

Nelson Mandela the stoutest leader of the struggle 

against apartheid and Racism personifies the values of 

freedom, democracy and human dignity.

The forking Committee of the A.I.T.L.G. demands the 

immediate release of Nelson Mandela and expresses the full 

solidarity of the working class of India with the struggle 

of the People of South Africa against apartheid ,



Obi Im xu-.l HI a

The Working Committee of the A.l.T.b.C. hails the 

agreement reached, on the Independence of Namibia between 
° - Cuba

the Governments of South Africa, Angola^and b .S.A.

Ohis Agreement not only ensures the independence of Nsmibia 

but is also a great victory against Imperialism and for the 

forces of Anti-apartheid and Peace.

We convey our heartfelt congratulations to the 

People of Namibia for the success achieved after a long 

drawn out struggle for independence. k



PALESTINE

2a e Working Committee of the a.I.T.L.C. hals the 

formation of Palestinian State as a Landmark in the struggle of 

the Palestinian People for an independent State. Inspite of the 

refusal of visa to^Arafat the Leader of the P.L.O. to visit 

New York and address the General Council of the U.N.O.

The U .N .0 .Session was held at Geneva and Arafat 

was enabled to address where he got the whole-hearted support 

from the U.N .0.

The intransigent U.S. imperialists were forced to 

change their stand are now prepared to negotiate with the P.L.C.

The A.I.T.L.C. J or king Committee greets the 

Palestinians in the occupied Arab Territories for the heroic 

struggele they are . the Israeli for

ano for achieving their cherished Goal.

cesjwithdr aw al



PL _ 1 IE 0 TIOK S _I iLPMJUIM.

lh& Working Committee of the AITUC hail s^u sheri ng in 
©..democratically elected Government in Pakistan af tercel even years 

of Military Rule. The elections of Benazir Ehutto^ a^ady as 
the prime Minister has meant a setback for' the Muslim fundamentalists

She Prime minister of Pakistan desire^ improvi^Jf 
relations^ with Inai a and^ut standi ng prbblems within the 
frame work of Simla Agreement .while welcoming these declarations 
the Working Committee urges on^ajiv Gandhi Government to take 
necessary initiativedto see tnat the friendly relations between 

the two countries are established .







ON CAMPAIGN CULMINATING IN DECEMBER 9 DEMONSTRATION BEFORE
PARLIAMENT

SKSss-ssrse—atasssasSMCSMCssasssasizssSBSSiBSSRiS—= ==;========— === —======-

The General Council of the AITUC extends its wholehearted 
support and cooperation to the call given by. the meeting of the 
class and mass organisations, for a countrywide campaign on urgent 
mass issues affecting our people, which is to culminate in a 
massive demonstration before Parliament on December 9, 1987.

This campaign is with a view to mobilise all sections of 
the toiling massess - workers, agricultural workers, Kisans, Youth 
and Students, women, on issues such as drought and flood relief, 
price rise, effective public distribution system, closure of 
industrial units and defence of trade union rights, Central legislation 
for agricultural workers, minimum wages for unorganised.worker, land 
reform remunerative prices for farmers’ produce, education and jobs 
for all, rights for women, halt to atrocities against weaker sections 
including women, restructuring of centre - State relations, and for 
electoral reforms, for National Unity and against communalism and 
separatism, corruption in high places, etc.

The campaign is linked with the demand for Rajiv Gandhi’s 
resignation and a fiesh mandate.

The demonstration on December 9, is to be preceded by 
mazdoor Kisan Jathas which will traverse the entire country from 
Trivandrum, Bombay, Calcutta, Amritsar, and converge on Delhi,, 
covering hundreds of towns and thousands of villages, addressing 
numerous public rallies and wayside meetings all along the route.

The General Council considers this a crusade for a new 
awakening among our people, for uniting the masses against the 
communal and divisive forces, and for forging the.unity of left and 
secular forces in the struggle in defence of the interests of te 
masses, and for foiling the game of the rightist forces. In this, 
the working class has to play its due role.

The General Council therefore calls upon all its affiliated 
unions, and the entire mass of workers wherever they may belong to 
apply all their energies in making this campaign a Great success. 
At every place, through which the Jathas pass, they should be in the 
forefront in setting up broad-based local committees oi mass 
organisations, parties and prominent individuals for welcoming them, 
for holding meetings and public receptions, for serving food and 
refreshments to the Jatha Members, for arranging their rest and 
night halts etc.

All efforts should be made to mobilise the maximum number 
of participants for the December 9, Delhi demonstration, so that 
this biggest ever demonstration truly.reflects the strength and 
aspirations of the working class and its allies m the present 
situation.

********************



AGAINST THS BARBARIC CUSTOM OF SATI

The General Council oE the A1TUC expresses its stem 

strong indignation at the attests to revive the barbaric 

custom of Sati as was evident in the burning of a

young widow in a Rajasthan village. It is a matter of 

shame that this system is being glorified by not only 

some revivalist elements and p forces but also by some 

leaders of political parties who claim to be secular, and 

opposed to revivalism - a sharp contrast of 2000 women's 

demonstration against Chunari Mahotsav.

The General Council of the A1TUC is shocked at the 

failure of the Bajasthan Government in preventing

so-called ’Chunari Mahotsav’ taking place even th/ough 

it had knowledge of it days earlier and despite a highcourt 

in j option* $.ts failure is further heightened by not be/s able 

to present further glorification taking place. The General 

Council condexans the inaction, and apathy of the Rajasthan 

Gove mme nt.
with the ideas of socialism and social 

progress and steeled in unity overriding all caste and 

communal considerations, the working class should take 

the lead in fighting these obscurantist, feudal customs 

and practices which are Qn insult to the dignity of women 

and which seek to perpetuate such barbaric customs. The 

G.C. of the AxTUC calls upon the working class to rise as - 

one man and conduct a mighty campaign against sucn feudal 

revivalist practices and customs and carry forward tne

task of social reform.



On Lockout, Closure & Industrial 
Sickness.

The General council notes with grave concern t® 

the growing industrial sickness resulting in closure of 

1,30,606 units locking up Rs, 4663-23 crores of Bank 

credit on 30t’n June 1986 and rendering lakhs of workers 

jobless. '

The reasons for these closures even as per the

Keserve Bank of India are mismanagement, transfer of the 

assets to other concerns, iaisappropriation of funds and I 

financial mismanagement. The utter failure after'Govern- 

ment in checking the same in time and in many cases 

abetting the conspiracies of the unscrupulous employers 

as well as the economic and financial policies of the

Government the indiscriminate modernisat

ion and introduction of high technology, import

policies of importing even goods and technology which are 
existence 

in in our country have resulted in the mess.

The^e axe the corollaries of the capitalist path followed 

in our country since 1947. The Government is therefore 

entirely responsible for this situation. It is further to 

be noted that the refusal of the Government of India to 

take over the sick units and run the same with cooperation 

of workers and their participate in the management has 

further intensified the crisis.

r The present featuxe of industrial relations

asa the preponderance of lockouts and increasing number of 

mandays lost on this count which was 60% of the mandays 

lost in 1986.

Lockouts and prolonged lockouts as well as 

closures are being increasingly used as a weapon by the 

employers in their offensive against the workers with a 
view to brow-beating the workers and forcing them
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to accept harsher conditions of work# more workloads# 

rationalisation^redundancy and even reduction of wage and

other benefits etc. The jute mills and cotton textiles 
5

are the crassest example of the same,

The General council demands immediate reopening of 

all closed establishments# banning lockouts-? lay-offs and 

retrenchments# taking over of sick units and make them 

viableA participation of workers in management, for 

unemployment relief for right to work, for introduction of 

modern technology only on the basis of agreement with 

trade unions. It also calls for a change in the import policy 

to safeguard and sponser self-reliance in economic spares.

The General council urges upon the workers launch

a vigorous militant struggle to force the Government and 

the employers,A7 ri' .

Struggles tor minimum Hage^

Vast millions of workers in the unorganised 

sector of industries and services including agricultural 

workers are denied an adequate minimum wage and various 

other benefits and jnenities. Even the meagre minimum wages 

that are notified by the central and state governments 

are seldom implemented# particularly in the rural areas- 

Employers are resorting to litigation in High Courts to 

stall any maskiHsry implementation. Most of the state 

Governments have neither any machinery for implementation 

of the notified wages nor have they the political will 

to force the hostile vested interests to implement the 

same. On the other hand most of the state Governments 

and their law and order machinery have been brutally putt

ing down struggles of workers demanding implementation
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of the rights and amenities statutorily due and 

even the notified minimum wages.
kfC-lc 

The General Council sciteii reiterating its position 

for a payment of needbased wages as per I.L.C. formula 

of 195<^ demands that the minimum wages should be

fixed not below the poverty level as worked out by^plann

ing commission at Rs. 7300 in urban and Rs. 6400/- in 

rural areas annually on the 1984-85 prices. It further 

demands that the Minimum Wages legislation should be 

covered under the 9th Schedule of Constitution so that 

the wages fixed could not be challenged in High Courts.

The decision^7 of the State Labour Ministers' 

Conference held in May 1987 which was meant to fix a proper 

minimum wage has prescribed wage of Rs. 11.00 per day 

which is not acceptable to the AITJC.

the General Council congratulates the workers 

covered under the Minimum Wages Act of Delhi and other 

states for united struggles and strikes for an upward 

revision of Minimum Wages and inclusion^ of all sections of 

unorganised workers under the Act.

The General Council calls upon the workers to launch 

united and militant^ struggles for a Minimum Wage not below 

the poverty line and strict enforcement of the same by 

Government. It calls upon organised working class to assist 

in organisation of unorganised workers and extend solidarity 

action.

The General Council further demand uniformity of 

Minimum Wages in all scheduled employments in a state as 

well as in a region. The power of the Government to exempt 

any establishment from implementation of prescribed wages 

should be done away with.



NOTE FOR MEETING GF WOMEN CADRES
^Tt.'-wwirrio— » MbaUMnu* . J* . W 4 . . ■ - „e w . „

Since the Calcutta, session of the AITUC, the problem 
of working women has been repeatedly raised and discussed 
but there has been very little progressin dealing with this 
special problem.

However, during the past few years there have been 
occasions when some conventions and conferences have been 
held, and certain problems of urgency such as the modernisa
tion of tobacco industry, specifically affecting employment 
of women have been taken up. '

At the Bangalore and Vadodara session it was again 
discussed and delegates present there, both men and women 
comrades who participated in the discussion revealed that 
the problem was yet one of considerable difficulties. The. 
general feeling was that still greater and special attention 
should be paid to the problem both at the centre and the 
state level.

After the baroda session, at the centre some ste>s 
are being taken and comrades inducted for special attention 
to this work.

This meeting of cadres, immediately following the 
meeting of the general council is a result of this decision 
taken at the last meeting of the Working Committee held in 
Delhi in April.

A cicular was already sent to all state committees 
for the preparation of this meeting, it is urgently necess
ary to identify the special problems of working women, and 
to pay greater attention to activise the women cadre- at 
all levels and draw them into the day to day activity of the 
trade unions. While in many industries where women form a 
large part the unions are in existence, a qualitative change 
is required in the functioning of these unions from two 
angles - to train and,educate the women cadre to enable them 
to participate actively in the work of the union, and to 
take up the.special problems of women workers.

In recent years there has been a change in the 
employment pattern of women. This needs to be studied in 
greater depth. This can be done at the level of the state 
committees particularly. Similarly, more attention should 
be paid by the state committees to the effective implement
ation of the legislation specially affecting women such as 
the Maternity Benefit Act, the Equal Remuneration Act and 
more particularly the Minimum Wages Act which affects the 
largest work force of women who are largely confined to the 
industries covered by this Act. This therefore requires 
greater activity on the part of the state committees as the 
Minimum Wages Act falls into the purview of the state 
governments.

This meeting should be the occasion for state 
committees to give their reports on what steps have been 
taken to implement the resolutions passed by the AITUC on 
working women. We had already requested the state committees 
to fix a comrade at the state committee level to be in charge



oi- this work and to send the name of the comrade to the 
centre• .So far there has been no res ^onse, bat we hooe that 
at this meeting the concerned comrade is present so that a 
proper.organisational form can be given to this work and the 
communication be established.

At this meeting it is proposed that a programme be 
adopted for implementation

The first step is to hold a series of cadre meetings r 
of women cadre of the trade unions, either at the state or 
at the district level. Recent experience has shown that 
there has been good response to such meetings where they have 
been properly planned and carried out. Comrade Balu Roy 
Chowdhury, orComrade Parvathi Krishnan, can be available to 
participate in these meetings. From such meetings cadre, can 
also be selected to from a nucleus of working women cadre 
directly in contact with the AITUC centre who could be assi
gned specific tasks on this front. We hope you have come with 
your concrete programmes for such meetings as already 
requested.

We should also discuss the plan for holding, special 
conferences of working women in different states, to be 
followed by such conference at the regional level.

The World Congress held at Berlin called on the WFTU 
to take the initiative to organise an international. working 
women's conference as early as possi le. At the World Congress 
of Women held in Moscow in June this year, it was indicated 
that this international conference is likely to take place 
in 1989. This conference will discuss the updating of the 
Charter of Working Women adopted in the year 19 79 at the Con-? . 
ference of working women held at Nicosia. The Charter, should 
be discussed at all levels within or country and proposals 
for improving the same can be forwarded to the WFTU. This is 
one of the items that can be taken up for discissionat the 
state conference proposed.

Another point that could be discussed at this meet
ing is the organising, at the state level, at state capitals, 
demonstrations of working women in support of their specific 
demands. Particularly that of-Minimum Wagos and the need 
to work towards a national minimum -wage and against all dis
crimination in minimum wages. Other demands would have to 
be worked out at the local level as they vary from state to 
state, from region to region. A sub-committee could be set 
up to work out the common charter for all states, which 
could then be improved upon for each state as a pre eration 
for the demonstrations proposed.

It is only from such state conferences that the AITUC 
can then take up the organising of an all—India conference 
on the problems of working women.

It is necessary at this meeting to take concrete!. . 
decisions on a concertec programme of organised work among
st all sections of women workers, which will also enable 
the AITUC as a whole to move forward.



AMENDMENTS DRAFT RESOLUTION ON 
PUBLIC SECTOR.

000000
1. At page 1 para 2 make correction of 

year 1986 to 1985,
2. At page 2 para 4, add the following 

at the end -
” Not only the expansion projects 

of the existing plants are being 
delayed, but also it has to be 
taken note of that there is no 
allocation of fund for any major 
project in the 7th 5 years plan.".

3. At page 2 para 5, add the following at 
the end -
n Employment opportunities in the 
public sector are being throttled 
thousands of vacancies are left 
unfilled and the existing workforce 
is being burdened with extra workload 
by not filling up the existing vacancies 
and by introducing multi-trade concept 
in the name of new work culture in the 
public sector industries. The bureaucracy 
is being allowed to reduce the workers 
participation in management to a mere 
slogan only. Several important provisions 
in the Agreements in Public Sector 
undertakings are being denied to be 
implemented scuttling the sanctity of 
collective bargaining.”

Amendment proposed by 
C.R.Bakshi and others 
from U.P.

000— = ™ — — — — — — .

AMENDMENT BY K.G.
Page 3 line 2
After the sentence add the following senten

” They exploit the workers 
ruthlessly and cheat the 
government to earn super 
prof its•”
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ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS-GENERaL COUNCIL 
MADRAS, JULY 17-19, 1986.
DRAFT RESOLUTION ON PUBLIC SECTOR

This General Council of the All India Trade Union 
Congress expresses its very deep concern at the further 
drift in the policies of the Union Government towards 
the Public Sector and the hard earned Trade Union righcs 
of the workers and calls upon the workers to resist 
these policies and reverse them in the interest of the 
workers and the country through united action and 
buidling democratic opinion.

In June 1985 at the Hyderabad Convention of public 
sector unions and the following General Council meeting 
we took a serious note of the government policies and its 
implications and called upon the Unions to launch a 
campaign for the ’’Defence, Extension and Democratisation 
of Public Sector”.

The AITUC notes with a sense of appreciation that 
among the other Central Trade Unions, the CITU has also 
taken a forthright position almost identical with the 
AITUC*

The National Campaign Committee has organised public 
sector convention in the past and has decided that ^n the 
present situation another convention and united action 
is urgently called for.

The Government policy is continuously and 
dangerously drifting in the direction of denegration 
of public sector and subordinating it to the interests 
of national and multinational monopolicies. And mere 
the industrial relations policy of national bipartite 
settlements, acquired through hard struggles is sought 
to be abandoned.

A regular campaign is unleashed in the media that 
public sector is more of a burden than a path finder 
that it was expected to be by acquiring commanding 
heights. In the name of efficiency and profitability 
a scries of steps are being taken to scuttle the public 
sector and open it to the national and transnational 
monopolicies.

Contd...2.
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In the name of acquiring technology, the doors are 

opened to foreign monopolicics while our own Research 
and Development wing is being- eroded and scuttled.

Public sector is being denied the country's own 
market, which is opened to imports and multinationals 
leading to rising in foreign trade and increasing drain 
of our own research.

Steps are being taken to privatise the public sector 
in a number of ways, financial structure of public 
sector undertaking is being opened to private investments, 
to begin with, in the form pf debentures. This is only 
the thin edge of the wedge and will lead to increasing 
control of private scions on the public sector.

Private Sector both national, and foreign is being 
more and more involved in the socalled ’’joint sector" 
ventures which will ultimately cut at our efforts for 
'self-reliance' which was the aim of our public sector.

In the name of "reducing costs" more and more work 
of public sector undertaking is being transferred to 
private sector, crippling the productive capacityof 
the undertakings and rendering the workers "surplus". 
Officers in certain cases, are asked to- resign and .set 
ut "ancillaries" to produce what the undertaking was 
itself producing. ' :

Schemes of premature retirement are being introduced 
in the sugar coated name of "golden Handshake" to get r. ■ 
rid of senior workers. ■

More and more work is being given on contract 
and more and more "casual" workers are ■ being employed 
on a pittance of a daily rate* .Thus a flogging of' 
existing capacity of public sector is taking place which 
is fraught with serious consequences to the country's 
economy. "'t.

The Arjun Sen' Gupta Report, that was kept a ' 
'secret' for over a year, has blatantly called for 
tightening up the bureaucratic management hnd the 
"remote and rippling control of the administrative 
ministry, has called for giving up all, preferences to 
public sector and for throwing the public sector to 
"compote" in the open market with the wolves of private 

Contdd.3.
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sector, that undoubtedly possess vast resources and 
enjoy a lot of government support as at present.

Capitalist press is crying hoarse that public 
sector be also brought under the prevention of 
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade practices Act. It is 
dangerous becuase public sector, if any thin^, has been 
along with our trade with Socialist countries, responsible 
for the growth, what soever, of our economy and has acted 
as a check on prices, far in the Drug sector to some 
extent. The two sectors are sought to be equated and 
given equal status totally ignoring the reality of 
the two different objectives of theirs in relation to 
the balanced and equitable development of our economy 
and self reliance.

There is serious attack on the hard earned Trade 
Union Rights. Sen Gupta Committee itself has "advised” 
abandoning of bipartite national wage negotiations and 
appointment of wage boards. The policy is fought 
to be reversed in this regard...

The Central Pay Commission has gone out of the way 
and remarked that the emoluments of public sector 
employees appeased to nave grown at a rate higher 
than the rate of growth of the economy.

The meaning is clear. The Pay Commission while 
denying the Central Government Employees Parity with 
Public Sector has ‘built’ a case for freezing the 
emoluments in public Sector.

Steps have already been taken in some units and 
to amend the standing orders to deny the workers the 
right to participate in political activities.

Implications are serious for both the public 
sector and the workers engaged in it.

The AITUC warns the Government seriously that 
efforts were also made in the past to restrict the 
revision of wages and allowances. But they were 
defeated by the united action of workers. The aITUC 
is confident and makes a fervent appeal to all the

Contd..4
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unions in public sector, and for that matter the 
entire Trade Union and democratic movement to 
unitedly defeat this.policy of subjugating the 
public sector to private sector and scuttling the 
Trade Union and Democratic Rights of workers.

This General Council therefore calls upon the 
Unions to launch a vigorous agitation in defence of 
public sector as well as the Trade Union and 
Democratic Rights of the workers, the right to 
collective bargaining.

On September 9, the Unions should organise 
demonstration/Dharnas in all major centres and in 
State capitals where memoranda should be submitted to 
the Governors.

The General Council directs the AITUC centre 
to take necessary steps jointly with other centres 
to call an All India Convention and launch a 
countrywide united action.
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1 st SEPT EhB EFL-
ACTIOFFAGAINST waR FOR PEi^Cn^M

Being the International Year of peace declared by 
the United Nations General .assembly, September iirst 
this year carries greater significance than ever below.

The General Council of the AITUC hails the numerous 
constructive peace proposals put forward by the Soviet 
leader Mikail Gorbachev during the last one year 
beginning with the moratorium on nuclear test that tne 
Soviet Union unilaterally iniciateo xrom ..ugusc 6 last 
year which has been extended now up'co August 6 ^nis year. 
Tais apart, proposals have been put forward Michail 
Gorbac'ney for step by step elimination of all nuclear 
weapons by 2000 n.u. The Warsaw Treaty countries have 
in the recent period proposed concrete measures for mutual 
reduction of conventional armaments and troop strength in 
Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals. All these 
historic proposals in quick succession curing,tne last ^ne 
year have in the opinion of the General Council, not only 
strengthened the forces of peace and chestruggle x or peace 
all over the world, but also brought into sharp focus 
the aggressive character of the imperialists, especially 
the Reagan administration of the USA.

The response of the USA imperialists to all these 
numerous peace proposals put forward by the Soviet Union 
in concrete terms has not only been negative out che 
US imperialists arrogantly continue to step up the arms, 
rqce, the “Star wars" plan and their aggressive activiuiv-s 
all over the world. In fact, this year,alone, the UuA 
has conducted 6 nuclear tests when the Soviet Union 
extended moratorium on nuclear tests.

The continued arms race and the huge military 
expenditure which last year amounted to more than 800 
billion dollars has aggravated cne capitalist crisis 
with all its adverse consequences affecting the job and 
living standards of the working people.

The crisis has accentuated in the developing^ 
countries with the huge external debt ano lack ox 
resources for development. Even/small portion of nuge 
military expenditure of 1.5 million dollars every 
minute will' go along way in solving some of the 
pressing problems of development and improving the lives 
of the peoples.

The threat across the borders against the.territorial 
integrity and sovereignty of India has intensified.curing 
the last ohe year with the crisis in Punjab worsening, 
with closer entente of Jaywardhane Government ox Sri Lan .sc 
with Israel, UK and other imperialist forces, stepp^a up 
military aid to the military dictat r of Pakistan.

The Diego Garcia nuclear war base has been xurtner 
strengthened by the USA with all its consequences xor 
the security of India and other littoral states.
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Duc to the continued arrogance and aggressiveness 
of the imperialists, the Reagan administration in 
particular, the danger of-nuclear holocaust has not 
lessened, although wider sections of peace loving peoples 
of various walks of life in different countries inducing 
top scientists and physicians have come out against the 
'’Star Wars” plan and negative attitude of the USA towards 
the Soviet Peace initiatives.

The General Council likes to draw attention of the 
working class and the trade unions that thestruggle for 
peace and against war and arms race, for reduction of 
military expenditure, is inseparably linked with the 
struggle for jobs and job security, for improvement of 
working and living conditions. .

On the occasion of 1st September- International 
day of 'trade union,action, the General Council calls upon 
all unions to organise united mass rallies and demonstra
tions to rouse the consciousness and awareness of the 
working masses to the danger of a nucl-ear holocaust, thc- 
imp^riaList conspiracies, the threat of IndiaJ'.s sovereignty.
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IN SOLIDARITY WITH the PEOPLE OF NICARAGUA ?

Today, the 19th July, falls the Seventh anniversary 
of the victory of Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua. 
On this occasion, the General Council of the A.I.T.U.C. 
meeting in Madras on 17-19th July 1986 extends warm 
revolutionary greetings and expresses firm solidarity with 
the people of Nicaragua who are fighting under difficult 
conditions the intensified aggressive actions of the U.S. 
imperialists.

Significance of the anniversary this year is all the 
greater in view of the Reagan Administration’s stepped up 
aggressive activities against Nicaragua and the sanctioning 
of 100 million dollars worth aid to the counter-revolutionaries, 
the CONTRAS, by the U.S. Rouse of Representatives.

Defying t^e Security Council resolution and the recons 
judgement of tbe International Court of Justice which 
indicated the U.S. aggressive activities against sovereign 
Nicaragua as violative of international law and the U.N. 
Charter, the Reagan Administration of the U.S.A, continues t. 
step up military and other aids to the counter rcvoluti’.,arias 
as a prelude to direct military intervention to destabilise 
the freedom and sovereignty of Nicaragua. This General 
Council condemns strongly the U.S. imperialists and their 
naked aggression against a sovereign state. The General 
Council calls upon all affiliates and friendly unions and 
federations to organise solidarity campaign on a wide scale and 
collect funds as a token of active solidarity with the fighting 
people of Nicaragua.



IN SUPPORT OF THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA.
This General Council of the AITUC reiterates the 

full support and solidarity of the Indian working Class 
with the struggle of the people of South Africa against 
the racist minority regime, and against continued illegal 
occupation of Namibia.

With the intensified struggle under the leadership of 
African National Congress, the racist regime with the 
backing of the Western imperialist countries particularly 
of the USA ano the UK has recently declared emergency in 
South Africa, suppressing all kinds of civil liberties and 
trade union rights. Along with t iousands arrested and 
scores killed after the declaration of emergency, hundreds 
of trade union activists from different industries have 
been imprisoned. The symbol of African freedom struggle, 
Nelson Mandela and many of his colleagues are in 
captivity for more than two decades.

The General Council having noted the heightened worlc 
public opinion against the minority racist regime, joins 
with the almost universal demand, raised unequivocally 
by India also, of imposing comprehensive economic 
sanations against South Africa as the only way to end the 
hated aparthied system, which is being obstructed only by 
the Reagon-Thatcher administration.

The General Council welcomes the unequivocal stand 
taken in this regard by India and would hope the Government 
of India will remain steadfast with the demand for 
comprehensive sanctions against the racist Couth Africa 
at the forthcoming Commonwealth Conference and would 
reconsider the decision of participating in the 
Commonwealth Games scheduled to' take place later this 
month in England.

The General Council calls upon all affiliated and 
friendly unions and Fed...rations to intensify the 
campaign in support of South African Peoples’ Struggle 
for freedom and against racism, and in support of the 
people of Namibia for independence, and to carry forward 
the decisions adopted at the joint convention of all Central 
Trade Unions held on June 16th last.
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Observe national solidarity day on august 9, 1986 
AGAINST COMMUNAL AND DIVISIVE FORCES

, > held or 17-19.7'.86 
"The General Council of the A.I.T.U.C./views with 

grave concern the fast deterictatirg situation in 'the country 
due to the increased activities of the forces of cOmmunalism/ 
seCessionismi, religious fundamentalism, insane terrorism and 
linguistic chauvani&m.

Despite assurances and declarations the Punjab' accord 
has not been implemented. Central and State Govts, have failed 
to restore normalcy and peace in Punjab.

On the other hand shootings and’killings of innocent 
persons by the terrorists has been on.the increase posing 
great danger to the unity and integrity of our country. 
It has led to migration of sizeable Hindu families 'from the 
border areas of border districts of Punjab, i,e., Amritsar 
and Gurdaspu-r. The communal carnage in Ahmedabad has taken a 
death toll of hundreds and still goes on unabated. It has 
spread to neighbouring areas and towns also. In the name of 
Rama Janma Bhoomi and Babri Masjid, Krishna Janam Bhoomi and 
’Id gah ’ the evil forces of Hindu and Muslim cemunaliem - are 
not only provoking communal clashes in Uttar Pradesh etc. 
and also creating tense situation in Bihar and other parts 
of the country. The pernicious propaganda of the religious 
fundamentalists is creating a foul and-vicious atmosphere 
throughout the country likely, to lead to more and more 
cla shes. There are increasing attacks on Narijans, adivasis 
and other backward communities in different areas of the 
country. -

The linguistic chauvanism as evidenced in the clashes 
in ^elgaum has also lead to do-aih of innocent persons and a 
surcharged atmosphere. ,

'The General Council of the AITUC expresses serious 
concern about the overt and covert activities and assistance 
by foreign powers and agencies which are inimical to the 
country such as the zia ul Huq regime In Pakistan, U.S. 
Imperialists and CIA, to the religious fundamentallots and 
secessionists thus constituting a direct threat to the 
independence and unity of the country. The AITUC strongly 
condemns such activities and urges upon the Govt, of India 
to take more stringent and positive steps to put an end to 
such foreign intervention in the affairs of our country and 
attempts to destabilise our country.
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The General Council of the AIWO-is alarmed at the 
policies of the Govt, of India, as well as the way in which tec 
TV and media is used to propagate religious and obscurantist 
ideas, which only go to help the divisive and communal forces 
rather than the unity of India. It is also/Omatter of regret 
that the bureaucratic machinery in many parts of the country is 
either soft pedalling or crippled thus indirectly assisting 
those very forces which have to be fought and eliminated.

The situation brooks no delay. If these evil forces are 
not halted, it is the working class and its unity that is going 
to be seriously affected.

It is the capitalist and exploiter classfe that is 
going.to be benefitted by these fo-rces * The working class of 
our country has glorious traditions of fighting gainst 
imperialism, combating the forces of communalism, chauvanism, 
casteism and secessionism. Despite the disruption activities 
of the extremists in Punjab, the working class, particularly 
under the banner of the AITUC has gloriously defended the unity 
of the class by repulsing the attacks-of the evil forces. 
Instances of such heroic actions of the working class for 
communal unity,-and against the forces^o f chauvanism are nn 
wanting* However, the situation is assuming such serious 

' proportions today,'such enormous and dangerous magnitude that 
it calls for-extremely determined, united intervention of '>he 
working class in order to beat back the forces of reaction and 
defend the unity and integrity of the country and in order to 
march forward to bring about socio-economic trans formations 
uMch alone can put an end to such forces.

The General Council of. the AITHC urges upon the working 
class to view the situation in all its serious ness and lend all 
out support to the call of the National Convention held in 
New Delhi on May 11, 1^86, to observe Qth August 1986 as a 
National Solidarity Day and against communal and divisive forces 
It calls upon all its affiliates to respond to this call in a . 
most effective manner and play its rightful role in the present 

si"t izotioxi*
The General Council appeals to all its affiliated unio.^ 

to send funds to Punjab State Committee of AITUC who are. 
heroically fighting the terrorist and maintaining Sikh-Hmdu 

Workers ' Unity."



RESOLUTION ON ' BANKING INDUSTRY'

In 1969 on 19th July when 14 major Indian
Banks were nationalised in the wake of a 
countrywide campaign by all progressive 
sections of our people in which bankmen 
under the banner of AIBEA played a pivotal 
role, it was an epochmaking event of 
tremendous political, economic and social 
significance. During the last 17 years, 
banks have made significant strides in the 
sphere of branch banking with 55% of them 
being in rural areas, coverage, deposit 
mobilisation, credit expansion with more than 
40% thereof being accounted for by what 
are called "Priority Sectors". Today, more 
than 93% of banking is in public sector with 
3% and 4>% being in private Indian and foreign 
Sectors.

Inspite of these allround impressive 
growth of banking, the fact remains that the 
basic objectives for which banks were nationalis 
still remain a far cry. Monopoly and big 
industrial houses still rule the roost with a 
lion’s share of credit cornered by them. In 
the countryside, the Kulaks and rich peasantry 
have been the principal beneficiaries of bank 
credit, while nationalised banking sector and 
its resources have become virtually an infra
structure for private sector, it has miserably 
failed to make any noticeable dent in the 
growing poverty amongst the vast sections of 
poor in the country. On the other hand, big 
bank scandals involving hundreds of crores of 
rupees are being increasingly unearthed. Bank 
credit and system have become fully politicised. 
Huge amounts involving more than 200 crores 
are being every year written off or provided 
for bad and doubtful debts endangering the very 
viability of banking system, which is being 
subjected to a systematic loot of resources.
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In this background, this General Council 
meeting of AITUC welcomes and wholeheartedly 
endorses the campaign concerning the "Health 
of the Banking Industry" launched by All India 
Bank Employees’ Association. The meeting demands 
of the government of an immediate take-over 
of all private sector banks? both Indian and 
foreign and also for immediate restructuring 
of the banking system* Bank credit to the 
monopoly and big industrial houses should be 
drastically reduced so that these scarce 
resources are made available to the poor and weaker 
sections of our people, the unemployed and self- 
employed entrepreneurs. In one word, banks, freed 
from present day misuse for narrow, partisan, 
political ends must be made effective instruments 
of accelerated socio-economic growth consistent 
with objectives of Bank Nationalisation and self- 
reliant economy.

This General Council meeting of AITUC calls 
upon all its unions in particular and the working 
class in general to lend all out support to the 
current campaign of bankmen concerning the banking 
industry, its ills and concrete proposals for rcmod 
thereof.
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RESOLUTION ON FOURTH PAV COMMISSION ?

"This General Council Meeting of the A.I.T.U.C.
held st Madras from 17th to 19th July 1986 expresses its 
strong protest against the arbitrary manner in which the 
basic demand the Central Government employees for parity 
in wages with the Public Sector workers has been rejected 
by the Fourth Pay Cnmmissinn on flimsy and unfounded 
grounds. This would result in not only perpetuating the 
existing disparity at th© lowest level but would further 
widen the gap after the new wage agreements are reached in 
the Public Sector by the end of this year. The denial of 
wage parity even at the lowest level has also resulted in 
depressed wage to all other sections of the employees.

Accordingly to the Pay fixation formula recommended 
by the Commission, only a pittance has been given at the 
lower levels and literally a bonanza at the higher level in 
spite of the Commission vaxing eloquent on socialism in the 
Repo rt •

Percentage-wise even the rate of increments have 
been substantially reduced in respect of the non-gazetted 
staff; not content with this, the Commission has recommended 
abolition of overtime system, increase in office hours, 
introduction of modern machines in Govt, offices and 
xxxfcrax contrasting out regular Government work to the 
Private Sector and thus suggesting indirectly possible 
reduction in staff strength.

The General Council have noted the sharp reaction 
of the Central Government employees to the retrograde 
recommendations of the Pay Commission and notes with satis
faction the efforts of all Central Government Employees 
organisations irrespective of ideological and political 
considerations to join together w and resist imposition, of 
adverse recommendations of the Commission on the employees. 
The Gcne-nl Council extends its full support and solidarity 
to the call given by the organisations of the Central 
Government employees participating in the Staff Side of the 
National Council GTCM) t" observe 12th August 1986 as an 
ALL lOIA PROTEST PAY and calls upon all working people to 
extend fullest support and solidarity to the Central Govt, 
employees in their struggle against the imposition of 
unjust recommendations of the Pay Commission and to fight 
for a better life.

The Commission has not only failed to evolve a 
reasonable wage system but has recommended the withdrawal of 
some of the facilities like medical reimbursement scheme etc. 
With no rationale, the date of effect for implementation of 
the recommendations of the Commission has been suggested as 
1.4.1986 on administrative grounds.”



RESOLUTION ON LONG- MARCH OF YOUTH :

"The General Council of the A.I.T.U.C. held at 

Madras on 17 - 19th July 1986 extends its support to the 

'Long March of Youth and Students to save India, change 

India’ with the slogan ’Defend National Security, 

Integrity, Defend Peoples' unity and communal harmony. 

Oppose Pro-monopoly and Anti-people New Economic policies, 

End unemployment and illiteracy, For social progress, 

Arainst Social discrimination, for Real Equality etc.’

This Tong March is exepcted to start about 1st 

January from Kanyakumari and culminate in a rally on Maren 23, 

Day of Bhagat Singh's martyrdom in Delhi.

This General Council calls upon A.I.T.U.C. unions 

and the working class to render help and support to the Youth 

and Students in this national endeavour."



IN SUPPORT OF ALLOY STEEL WORKERS 5 STRIKE AT PATRATU :

"The Alloy steel workers of the Birla owned 

factory at Patratu in Bihar are on strike for the last one 

month. 'The management is refusing even to talk on the 

demands, and the state government is keeping mum on the 

issue.

This General Council of the A.I.T.U.C. while 

expressing its support for the strike, demands that immedia 

negotiations he initiated, and the strike be settled by 
n 

conceding the just demands of the workers.



ON MAVOOR GWALIOR RAYONS STRIKE :

"This General Council meeting of the AITUC greets 

the 4OOO workers nf Mavoor Gwalior Rayons who are on 

strike for the past one year since 7th July 1985„

The strike started on the refusal of the management 

to negotiate and settle the Bonus for the year 1982-83, 

1983-84 and 1984-85, and in refusing to negotiate and 

settle wages and D.A. and to renew the long term agree

ment which expired on December 1981.

This General Council demands of the State and 

Central Governments to intervene in the matter and settle 

the one year old strike.

This General Council appeals to all Unions to help 

the striking workers of Mavoor Gwalior Rayons."



ON 3 TRIKE 0? COMMO WEALTH TRUST LTD. 
TILE ABT) BATDLOOM WORKERS ?

"This General Council of the AITUC held at Madras 

on 17 - 19 July 1986 greets 3000 Tile and Handloom workers 

of 5 factories of the Commonwealth Trust India Ltd., spread 

over Malabar and South Kanara for their just demand of 207 

bonus and 5^ leave travel allowance.

Ibr the past 9 years the bonus of the Commonwealth 

Trust India Ltd. employees was production related bonus as 

per Section 31A of the Bonus Act and not on the basis of 

allocable surplus.

The strike was necessitated on the refusal of the 

management to pay bonus for the year 1984-85 on the basis o 

productivity and only gr '’ting 8.33^ minimum bonus.

This General Council demands of the Commonwealth 

Trust management to concede the demands of the workers, and 

demand nf tbe government to intervene and settle the issue.



ON U.P. POWERMEN’S STRIKE s

"The General Council of the A.I.T.U.C. expresses its 

wholehearted support to the total strike by nearly 70,0C\ 

employees of the ^jP. State Electricity Board from jI*-.-'- 

to Diploma Engineers, led by the Joint Front of all uni ■-

Only recently the Government and the Board have 

conceded big wage hikes to the higher officials and engineers 

amounting in all to about Rs.21 crores. However, it is 

refusing to revise the wage scales of the mass of the 

employees. A paltry offer of Rs.8 crores is being made in 

their case.

The A.I.T.U.C.. condemns this attitude of giving big 

hikes to the higher paid officers while reluctantly offering 

paltry increase to the poorly paid staff.

The A.I.T.U.C. strongly condemns the inducting of 

military engineering personnel, in a bid to break the strxme.

Since negotiation is in progress, the A.I-T.U.C. 

urges upon the authorities to concede the just demands of the 

employee s including the Diploma engineers for a wage rise 

pxxjmx proportionate to that given to the top echelons of the 

Board."



ON LOCKOUTS, CLOSURES? "SICKNESS" etc.
This meeting of the General Council of AITUC expres u.s 

its grave concern at the fantastic increase in a number 
of sick units, increasing incidence of lock outs, in 
number of workers retrenched and laid off throughout tn- 
country.

Number of sick units rose from 22,366 at the end of 
1979 to 93,282 at the end of 1984= Trickling news says 
that it has reached near about a lakh and about 7000 
crores .of rupees of money of nationalised banks, IDBI, 
IFCI, LIC and other Government financial institutions 
are locked up in them - apart from workers Provident Fund 
and ESI contributions eaten up. In fact industrial 
sickness has become a profitable business for the 
employers of our country for minting money.

According to Government statistics which are of course 
gross understatement, number of workers retrenched during 
the period 1980-85 are about 2 lakhs, number of workers 
laid off in the same period are about 14 lakhs, the 
percentage of mandays lost due to lock out during the 
period varies from 45% to 68%. According to Union 
Labout Ministry 90% of the 93,282 sick units are non- 
viable and 75000 units should be treated as virtually 
closed. All these are a direct consequence of bankrupt 
capitalist path pursued by the ruling class and nakeo 
attempt of the monopolist and Multinationals to maintain 
and increase their super profits and to pass on the 
burden of the capitalist crisis on to the shoulders 
of the working class. It has created a grave situation 
of insecurity in the lives of lakhs and lakhs ox workers,- 
Several lakhs have already lost their jobs and many more 
are counting the days. Massive attack of rhe oig houses 
in the form'of lock outs, closures, retrenchement and 
lay off are to force the workers to accept more workload 
and to break their resistance to maintain their standard 
of living and restricting intensification of their 
exploitation.

Of late the Public Sector units are employing more 
and more of these°dirty tricks, sometimes veiled, 
sometimes naked in the form of golden handshake,reducing 
and restricting manpower specially p rmanent hands 
through forming^ out components that can be produceci, in 
the unit itself, employing more and more contract laoour 
in jobs of perennial nature- and indiscriminate use of 
automation and computerisation. The government policy 
of import liberalisation, privatisation, allowing a 
monopolies and multi-nationals to encer more ano more 
the sector till now reserved for public sector and small 
scale sector are accentuating the crisis, increaaiing, 
industrial sickness and bringing untold miseries to tnc 
working class by throwing workers out of jobs and more 
so creating a situation where lakhs and lakhs ox workers 
and other toiling people would join the army of 
unemployed. All these must be viewed in the background 
of 26.5. million youths being in the live register of the 
Employment Exchanges, half of whom are educated.

All these are creating a sense of frustration and 
helping religious fundamentalists, obscurantists, 
rogionalists and castcists, separatists, in a word 
all dark forces of reaction and the Imperialist Masters 
to weaken our country and divide our class and making 
them helpless in front of above mentioned attacks.

c o nt dd.2.



The Government of India while extending lavish 
concessions to the employers has adopted a callous^ 
attitude to the miseries and sufrerings ox the workers 
and has openly refused tonationalise the textile,jute, 
sugar, tea and chemical industries which constitute 
the bulk of sick units. They are refusing to nationalise 
big and orestigeous units wnich have been closed anu/Oj. 
going to be closed. They refuse to understand the gr^vc 
social consequence of the situation.

The General Council opines that in such a situation 
when lakhs of our brethren are under severe concerted 
attack by monopolists, multi—nati als ano the ruling 
class, it is of utmost importance to develop a combiner 
united and militant counter attack by the entire.warring 
class in solidarity of workers who have fallen victim oi 
above mentioned attacks of our class enemy. The sensty.i 
unity and united actions has grown throughout the counciy 
as revealed in j.’int actions including strikes ano bun^hs 
that are taking place at plant, industrial andpeven 
statewide bundhs on these issues, rhe 12 Septemoer bunon 
of West Bengal involving even INTUC workers.

The General Council demands stringent action against 
the employers who are responsible for making these uni<s 
sick and deny them any financial help and new licence ana 
force them to reopen the closed units.

The General Council demands that closures, lockouts, 
retrenchement be banned and Industrial Disputes Act oo 
suitably amended incorporating deterrant punishment 
against the guilty employers.

The General Council is of the firm opinion that giving 
financial help to private big employers in the name jf 
reviving sick units is a drain of public money ano only 
hclns to fatten and satisfy their green to make Lne 
richer at the expense of the nation out is of no help 
to the units, industry and workers.

The only way out to save such important industries 
as jute, cotton, sugar, tea, chemical etc. and big sick 
industrial units is to nationalise them ano a planned 
diversification of production and renewal, replacement, 
and upgradation of worn out and outdateo machineries.

The General Council demands of the Government of India 
to adopt such a policy and for taking concrete steps 
in this direction.

The General Council directs all its state units to 
take up this issue in right earnest and build up a 
sustained, broadbased and militant solidarity movement 
to beat back the combined offensive of the capitalist 
class and to force the government of India to accept 
the above mentioned demands.

The General Council of AITUC appeals to all Central 
Trade Unions to build up united solidarity movement on 
an All India Plan/ in the interests of our class and tnc 
nation.

000000000000
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and increase their super profits and to pass on the 
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Several lakhs have already lost their jobs and many more 
are counting the days. Massive attack of the big houses 
in the form of lock outs, closures, retrenchement and 
lay off are to force the workers to accept more workload 
and to break their resistance to maintain their standard 
of living and restricting intensification of their 
exploitation.

Of late the Public Sector units are employing more 
and more of these°dirty tricks, sometimes veiled, 
sometimes naked in the form of golden handshake,reducing 
and restricting manpower specially permanent hands 
through forming^ out components that can be produced in 
the unit itself, employing more and more contract labour 
in jobs of perennial nature and indiscriminate use of 
automation and computerisation. The government policy 
of import liberalisation, privatisation, allowing Ki 
monopolies and multi-nationals to enter more and more 
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so creating a situation where lakhs and lakhs of workers 
and other toiling people would join the army of 
unemployed. All these must be viewed in the background 
of 26.5. million youths being in the live register of the 
Employment Exchanges, half of whom are educated.

All those are creating a sense of frustration and 
helping religious fundamentalists, obscurantists, 
regionalists and casteists, separatisms, in a word 
all dark forces of reaction and the Imperialist Masters 
to weaken our country and divide our class and making 
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The Government of India while extending lavish 
concessions to the employcis has adopted a callous^ 
attitude to the miseries and sufferihgs of the workers 
and has openly refused tonationalise the textile,jucc, 
sugar, tea and chemical industries which conscrture 
the bulk of sick units. They are refusing to nationalise 
big and orestigdous units which have been closed ana/or 
going to'be closed. They refuse, to understand the grave- 
social consequence of the situation.

The General Council opines that in such a situation 
when lakhs of our brethren are under severe concerted 
attack bv monopolists, multi-nati als ano the- ruling 
class, it is of utmost importance to develop a combiner 
united and militant counter attack by the entire.working 
class in solidarity of workers who have fallen victim ox 
above mentioned attacks of our class enemy. The.sense ox 
unity and united actions has grown throughout the country 
as revealed in joint actions including strikes anc. buncos 
that are taking place at plant, industrial andpeven , 
statewide bundhs on these issues, the 12 September bunon 
of West Bengal involving even 1NTUC workers.

The General Council demands stringent action against 
the employers who are responsible for making these units 
sick and deny them any financial help and new- licence en
force them to reopen the closed units.

The General Council demands that closures, locxoucs, 
retrenchement be banned and industrial Disputes net o>- 
suitably amended incorporating deterrant punishment 
against the guilty employers.

The General Council is of the firm opinion that givi. 
financial help to private big employers in the name- or 
reviving sick units is a drain of public money ano only 
helps to fatten and satisfy thu^r greeo lo make lac 
richer at the expense of the nation out is of no help 
to the units, industry and workers.

The only way out to save such important industries 
'’S jute, cotton, sugar, tea, chemical etc. and big sick 
industrial units is to nationalise them and a planned 
diversification of production and renewal, replacemenu 
and upgradation of worn out and outdateo machineries.

The General Council demands of the Government of Ino 
to adopt such a policy and for taking concrete steps 
in this direction..

The General Council directs all its state units to 
take uo this issue in right earnest and build up a 
sustained, broadbased and militant solidarity movement 
to beat back the combined offensive of tne capitalist 
class and to force the government or India to accept 
the above mentioned demands.

The General Council of AITUC a peals to all Cent^oi 
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Cable : ’’’AITUCONG’1' Tele : 386^27/387320

A L L INDIA TRAD® UNION C 0 N G R E S S

2^, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI T 110 001 .

President : CH AT UR ANAN MISHRA MJ ,■
General Secretary : INDRATIT GUPTA M .P

19 May, 1986.

NOTICE- TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL

Dear Comrades,

A meeting of the AJTUQ General Council will be 

held at MADRAS on 47*19 July 1986.

The meeting on 17 July will start at M-^o p .m.. 

The places of accomodation, of the meeting and 

other details will be intimated in due course.

Agenda of the Meeting

(a) Condolence

<b) Confirmation of the Minutes of the - 
last meeting.

(c) Report by General Secretary on the deve» 
lopments since the last General Council 
meeting and the tasks in the coming 
period . Tasks arising from the National 
Convention on communalism.

<d) Payment of Affiliation fees

• AI TUG Building Fund

JP) Verification of Membership

r>4g) Finalisation of the Venue and Dates of 
the 33rd session of the AITUG

<h) Any other matter with the permission of 
the chai*.

Address of the yamil Nadu State Committee, AITUC;

Cable : l»ffiOZHISANG”t Madras
Com. A. M. Jopu, General Secretary, 
Tamil Nadu State Committee, 4ITUC, 
2 5 Ko vo or Vai thi an a th a Madali Street 
Chintadripetj Madras « 6Q0 002,

With greetings,

Phone: 560869

Yours Gomra

. INDRAJ 
General Secretary.

P, Tt 0.



INFORMATION ON ARRANGEMENTS FOB THE MEETING OF 
THE. GENERAL COUNCIL

1 . Accomodation for all comrades is arranged at
the place of meeting : THE KALANA MANDAPAM OF THE 
STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS OF INDIA EMPLOYEES ’ UNION. 29 
KRISHNA ROAD, PUDUPERUNGALATHUR, MADRAS 600063.

Volunteers will attend trains on 17 July from, the morning 
at the two main stations to guide members of the general 
council.

2. Council members will be charged Rs . 15*00 per
head towards food expenses for all three days of the 
meeting,

3. As no bedding is provided, comrades are reques
ted to bring their own bedding .

Comrades who require railway reservation for 
their return journey should send the requisition and the 
money to reach the Tamilnadu Committee at least twenty 
days before the due date of the journey. These should be 
sent to COMRADE T Ji .3 . MANI, Treasurer, Tamilnadu AITUC, 
25 Kovvoor Vaidyanatha Mudali Street, Madras 600002» 
Telephone : 560869.

5. Any comrade who requires separate hotel
accomodation should inform the Tamilnadu State Committee 
well in time and send Rs. 100,00 towards advance booking. 
They should also note that they will.have to bear the 
conveyance to and from the meeting place themselves.

* * ** ***.* ** ***



resolution

ON MINIMUM WAGES

The General Council of the All-India Trade union 
Congress expresses its strong-pretest against the Policy and? V' I 

Central and most of the State Governments of virtually neg- 

lectiny proper fixation, revision and enforcement of statutory 

mlnimuiu wages even in the scheduler employments.

In terms of Supreme Court Judgement ? non-payment 

ci: less paymOt of to extractir.n'utrced Labour.

The Government of India is avoiding the question of 

determining the Criteria for fixation of nuteumWW*** despite 

the unanimous demand of all Central Crgan.isaticns, The wages 

fixed for certain maployments m Orissa are as low as Bs.6/—
l I

per day for 6 days in a week. This anarch^ can go only 

proper criteria are fixed, v
The Government is to adopt convention tv *

tsti 131 lading down an obligation for fixing • national mirumu® 

below which no JSSarr employer will b® to Pte to his workman.

The question ox protecting the wages from erosion 

due to price rise is also not receiving the stteBtim it ought 

to • Certain tecte tev ate Ilk© W*st Bengal,Bihar,

U.P. md xterala do have «E®8»^K0W&tS co fay ©mrnSSS Allowance 

at WEfia® Xc,i/- per point* Xu Tamriaadu the d.A.

rate lor ’ is US low as a nASG-ratea amount df 2 parse

for every five pointe on 1000 Bidis made. But tae sector 

covered by CuHtral ninkmuxu <ate teuerteute'an machinery is 

not covered by any such sclierte and some states also do not have 

any D.A. fc-rmulu.
The Schedule employments covered by the law is also 

to be expanded. Even the recommendations of Government Secretaries 
in this regard are fixx just put in cold sto/rage.

The problem of safety from accidents as, for example, 

in Brick Kiln employment, of protection from occupational discease



s2j
like say, pneumoconiosis in Ketal War/ industry in Moradabad 

are totally Ignored* There is no law and no arrangement to 

protect these workers and th.® some cases evan Pie environment*
This General Council calls upon the Central 

Governments^ to -

1) immediately lay down the criteria for minimum 

wage fixation through the Central minimum wrges 

advisory Board?

2) The Schedule of employments should be expanded

3/ Uniform D.A* formula should be enforced to 

neutralise the rise la prices*

4) LUO Convention 131 should be endorsed and a national 

minimum wage should be fixed*

5) Effective enforcement machinery should be constituted 

and defaulting recalcitrant employers should be 

given exemplary punishment* It should be provided 

in the law that tripartite implementation committees

-grs constituted in every district to over see 

enforcement of wages and safety conditions*

6) Steps should oe taL -n to protect the health of 

workers and the environ»mitnfrat pollution in such 

industrial centres.

The General Council of the AifuC calls upon all 

the and district Csuncilr to make determined efforts to

defend these most downtrodden workers end mobilise other workers 

and public opinion to win the above demands*

e * «? #



RESOLUTION

The General Council of the All-Indi a Trade Ifciion 
Congress expresses its strong protest against the policy 
of Central and most of the State Governments of virtually 
neglecting proper fixation, revision and enforcement of 
statutory mini mum wages even in the scheduled employments.

In terms of Supreme Cbur# Judgement, non- payment 
©r less payment of wages amounts to extracting’’Tor cod Labour*”.

The Government of India is avoiding the question of 
determining the Criteria for fixation of minimum wages, 
despite the unanimous demand of all Central Organisations . 
The wages fixed for certain employments in Orissa are as • 
low as Rs. 6/- per day for 6 days in a week® This anarchy 
can go only if proper criteria are fixed.

The Government is refusing to adopt I L 0 convention 
No. 131 laying down an obligation for fixing a national 
minimum below which no employer will be able to pay to his 
workman *

The question of protecting the wages from erosion due 
to price rise is also not receiving the attention it ought 
to. Certain State Governments like Punjab f West Bengal, Bihar, 
U.P. aid Kerala do have arrangements to pay Beam ess Allowance 

.at varying rates up-to Re. 1/- per point, In TaMlnadu the 
D. A. rate for Bidi worker® Is as low aS a miserable amount 
of 2 paise for every five points on 1000 ELdis^ made • But

, the sector covered by the Central Minimum Wage determination ■
machinery is not covered by any such scheme and some states 

' r / also do not have any D. A. formula .

The Schedule employments covered by the latfw is 
also to be expanded. Even the recommendations of Government 
Secretaries in this regard a~e just put in cold storage.

The problem of safety from accidents as, for example, 
in Brick Kiln employment, of protection from occupational 
discease like say, pneumoconiosis in Metal Ware industry in 
hb rad abed are totally ignored. There is no law and no arrange
ment to protect these workers and in some cases even the 
environment.
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The General Council calls upon the Central 
Government to -

1) immediately lay down the criteria for minimum 
wage fixation through the Central minimuni wages 
advisory Board,

2) The Schedule of employments should be expended
3) Uniform D. A. formula should be enforced to 

neutralise the rise in prices.
h) ILO Convention 131 should be endorsed and a 

national minimum wage should be fixed .
5) Effective enforcement machinery should be 

constituted and defaulting recalcitrant employer's
should be given exemplary punishment. It should 
be provided in the law that tripsbftite implementation 
co mi t tees will be const! touted in every dis tret 
to oversee enforcement of wages and safety conditions.

6) Steps should be taken to protect the health of 
workers and the Environment from pollutio^n in 
such industrial centres .

The General Council of the ArrUC calls upon all 
the^tate and District Councils to make determined 
efforts to sdfond these most downtrodden workers
and mobilise others workers and public opinion 
to win the above demands.
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AJUUC rejects new AITUC campaign
textile policy

Express News Service
Hyderabad, July 6: The General 

Council of the All-India Trade Union 
Congress (AITUC) has rejected the 
Centre’s new textile policy as it is con
trary to the public opinion in favour of 
nationalising the textile industry.

The CPI-affiliated body which con
cluded its two-day deliberations on 
Friday, said the policy exposed the 
Central Government’s anxiety to 
appease the textile monopolies and 
multinationals. It had turned a blind 
eye to the record of the textile mag
nates’ fleecing the common man 

1 through heavy price hikes and their 
relentless exploitation of textile 
workers.

’ Briefing newsmen on the resolu
tions adopted by the General Coun
cil, attended by 40 members from 
different States, Mr. Indrajit Gupta, 
MP and AITUC general secretary, 
observed that placing the burden of 
producing controlled cloth on the 
nationalised mills was bad enough, 
but shifting this burden to the hand
loom sector would virtually spell its 
doom. The price factor would weigh 
heavily against the handloom sector 
which lacked economies of scale, he 
said.

In a separate resolution. AITUC 
characterised the 1985-86 budget as 
one “soaking the poor and sponging 
on the rich" and called upon trade 
unions toTaunch a vigorous campaign 
against the pro-private sector philoso
phy-Mr. Indrajit Gupta said that de
spite the claim of the Congress-I lead
ers, there was a major shift in the 
economic policies of the Rajiv Gan
dhi government. The main instru
ment of the Country’s growth earlier 
was the public sector but the latest 
Central budget had transferred this 
role to the private sector.

' This was evident from the recent 
changes the Government had made in 
the Monopolies and Restrictive 
Trade Practices Act (MRTP Act) and 
the new policies governing the elec
tronic industry and imports and ex-

ports, ne cnargeu ana added that the 
nation’s heavy machinery industry 
would suffer with the inclusion of 
nearly 100 items in the Open General 
Licence (OGL).

Mr. Gupta also regretted the Cen
tre’s decision to allow import of an • 
additional 90 drugs instead of stipu
lating their purchase from the public 
sector Indian Drugs and Phar
maceuticals Limited (IDPL).

The AITUC leader questioned the 
propriety by Union Finance Minister 
Vishwanath Pratap Singh announcing 
that he would reduce the corporate 
taxes further in the next financial 
year.

He said the Centre’s policies were 
so lopsided that a well-known eco
nomist and one-time Congressman 
Mr. V. K. R. V. Rao had commented 
that the new strategy of economic 
growth instead of reducing economic 
disparities would increase them.

In another resolution, the Council 
expressed deep concern at the con
tinuing after-effects of the Bhopal gas 
tragedy, the inadequacy of medical 
and other relief and called upon un
ions to observe Bhopal Day on De
cember 3 to highlight and expose the 
harmful activities of the multination
als especially in the developing coun
tries.

He said the general council, among 
other things, directed the State com
mittee to take the initiative in holding 
joint conventions against high prices, 
closures, “sickness” retrenchment 
and other pressing issues as decided 
by the National Campaign Commit
tee.

EWSTIME 7 .7.1985

Campaign to defend 
public sector 

Newstoday
Hyderabad: The public sector 
trade unions will launch a 
nation-wide campaign to 
arouse public opinion to “de
fend, extend and democratise 
public sector” and stop the Cen
tral Government’s attempts to 
privatise these industries. 
Announcing this at a press con
ference here on Saturday, Mr 
Indrajit Gupta, MP, and the 
general secretary of the AU- 
India Trade Union Congress 
(AITUC) alleged that there was 
a shift in the Centre’s policies in 
favour of private companies 
and described it as “anti-public 
sector and pro-private sector.”

Mr Gupta said that the public 
sector was considered as the 
main instrument of growth all 
these years but the Central Gov
ernment was using the private 
sector as the main instrument 
of growth. Elaborating on this 
aspect, Mr Gupta said that dur
ing the next plan period many 
taxes were expected to be abo
lished for the benefit of the pri
vate industries.

Mr Gupta criticised the recently 
declared delicensing policy and 
said with the liberalisation of 
the Open General Licence (OGL) 
policy, the importance of the 
public sector machine building 
would come down. He said that 
no one should be surprised if 
some of the units of IDPL in the

for disarmament
■ ■ i z—x _ . -_  — -I ■* I o. z^ r* z—

By a staff reporter
HYDERABAD, July 6.

The general council of All India 
Trade Union Congress (AITUC) 
has expressed concern over the 
growing menace of divisive and 
communal forces endangering 
the integrity of the country and 
unity of the working class.

The general council concluded 
its three-day meetings here yes
terday. The resolutions adopted

country were closed in the near 
future. The recent textile policy 
and the electronic policy were 
also benefiting to the private in
dustries. He called the textile 
policy harmful and added that 
the handloom sector would be 
unable to shoulder the heavy re
sponsibility thrust upon it.

According to Mr Gupta, the 
Centre had no specific strict 
policy with regard to the sick 
units and the mismanagement 
of them. He said that the Cen
tral Government should debar 
the managements of the sick 
units from securing loans from 
banks. He also questioned the 
Union Finance Minister’s au
thority to make an announce
ment this year that he would 
reduce further the corporate 
taxes next year. In Mr Gupta’s 
view, the recent Union Budget 
brought in more inequalities in 
the society than ever before.

With reference to the recent 
attempts by the Central Gov
ernment to acquire high tech
nology, he said that it should 
suit the Indian conditions and 
should create more job opportu
nities. The idea of workers’ par
ticipation in management “was 
a big hoax” said Mr Indrajit 
Gupta. According to him. this 
policy could not be legalised, 
for there would be stiff resist
ance from the management. 

by the Council were released at a 
news conference today, by Mr.
Indrajit Gupta, M.P. and General I 
Secretary of AITUC. Mr. Gupta I 
called upon all the trade unions to 
observe September 1, as the ' 
International Day of Trade Union 
Acgtion Against War and Peace 
and Disarmanent.

The Council directed the State 
committees to take initiative in 
holding joint conventions against 
high prices, closures, industrial 
‘sickness’, retrenchment and 
other pressing issues, as decided 
by the National Campaign 
Committee.

Mr. Gupta stated the Council, in 
a resolution, rejected the new 
textile policy announced by the 
Government recently giving all 
kinds of concessions to private 
mill-owners when all sections of 
democratic public opinion and the 
trade unions had been demanding 
nationalisation of textile industry.

The General Council also direc
ted the trade unions to launch a 
vigorous campaign against the 
"pro-private sector philosophy" 
of the budget which would further 
enrich the monopolies and multi
nationals.

BHOPAL TRAGEDY
He said, the general council ex

pressed deep concern at the cont
inuing after effects of the Bhopal 
gas tragedy and called upon the 
unions to observe December 3 as 
‘Bhopal Day’, to highlight and 
expose the harmful activities of 
the multinationals, especially in 
the developing countries.

Mr. Gupta said the 40th anniver
sary of the World Federation of 
Trade Unions (WFTU) and the 65th 
foundation Day of the AITUC 
would be observed on October 3 
and 31, respectively.



1. The General Council of the AITUC expresses grave concern 
ever the fact that th© issue ©f reservation has led to bitter 
conflict and division among sections of our people# - especially 
students# youth and government and seM^overnment employees# Xn 
Guj - - f# . ia tir unleashed by th© antX-reservatlonists has 
fuelled a state of tension and Mot for over five mnth a# usb 
which communal conflicts# clashes betwon armed gangs of criminal 
elements#attacks by landlords and land*gr<bbers against poor 
•lw*dwellers and squatters# closure of all educational 
institutions# police brutalities ■ |ai st citi.ens#protest bandh® 
hy traders and strikes by sections &£ employees hare MsrhpMd 
civic life# destroyed social peace end harmony#waxin caused the 
death of over two hundred p© # undated thuusan. - - 
team® homeless# deprived tens of thousands of their daily livelihood 
and immense loss of property* following the change of 
Government# efforts have been made to persuade the anti»r®serration 
lets to" call off their agitation* it has net with qualified 
success* But th®- agitation continues yet in sporadic form# showing 
how deep-rooted th® points of conflict ar© in the present social 
®'! t Ut>» 5 T7Z
2* Ths . affected places^hsve Been the industrial centres 
©1 ^eroda* bur at# etc## th' u h it is a matter Of »«•
satisfaction that the industrial workers belonging to all 
cemuuMtles have generally kept away from the riots and hwe 
nan fay ©nd large kept the wheels of industry running* But events 
have shewn th-st what is at states la the unity and integrity 
of the country# social peace and amity among different communities 

the unity of th® common masses# which alone can pave the
way for development and social progress and safeguard the country4® 
freedom and independence*
3* The issue Of reservation in all its aspect■; if? not .an. inct 
to Gujarat alone* it concerns the whole country and tomorww 
it can ■ one up la in other states* As seen in Wjarat#
the entlRrsservatlonlsts# e ibol • -n • > h ir five* months* 
old stlr#have . cn® so far as to demund the scrapping of all 
reservation?.* Th© wrklng class movement has#th®refoxe#t© take 
noue of it in time so as to ensure that vested interest® 
mootlouartees** both local and -fort ign* are &>t allowed to
utilise this and*play pollU.es ‘ with it for their narrow partisan 
interests# a principled attitude h©s#therefore#w be ate; ted 
and the has to play a major role in cducatin., W •• Of 
work®ra and i^^loyev® on that Basis*

pollU.es


4. Sw Indian constitute has proclaimea the principle 
©f ©quality o£ oil cltlsens irrespective d * race* 
religion or sax. But the stark social reality Is that du® 
to age-old discrimination and soclc«econmic oppression* 
those whose roots as© in the downtrodden masses and 
©specially belonging to certain castes tribes**!© 
un^le to get into services end administration* OU th® 
basis of re *1* ...nd not just formed* equality* -The policy &£ 
reservation for the scheduled castes -c ed tribes
for a length o* tin© has* th© refer©* been provided In the 
constitution* Also* on ■ ions taondk ^pointed Witt

pmltah ok the cons titution have recMnummded 
that a certain percentage be also reserved for the socially 
and cdi^atlonally to cXasws*
Be Hot® has to be taken that 35 years after the prtMigo- 
tion of the Constitution,* th® percentage seterved for the SCt 
and STS in jobs and higher educational institutions has not 
been fulfilled* as to th© CBCs* various state governments 
hove resorted to ad hoe deci .ions and sectionobf the 
ruling desses haw sought to utilise the isms for 
reaping political » In some states* a broad consmaua 
©Mists on this vexed question and th agement works 
successfully. But in other states*this has bacons an 
issue of discord.
6. Ihe deepening crisis of the capitalist path of 
development and the vast rsnm ofunenployeds that have 
accumulated and are fur th...r growing in our c^unt^*in 
th® ©cotnst of deep cast® prejudices and &valrlB$*has cseatod 
a dangerous sltubion in wMch agitation and counter-agit tl^ 
con degenerate into cast© riots and pit one section of th© 
masses against wotbsr* dujarat ©an ba ro^aated alsabham* 
7* nr General Council of the is* therafora* - .
the cp^hdon that serious efforts haw to ba made for arriving 
at a national consensus on the issue of raservatirm*besad on 
the followinga

(a) The statutory reservation for the SCs ®d.;STa 
should be fully and faithfully implemented#

(b) A suitabla n-re- *u.4endin>r on'the specific
r n of each state* ahCRild »© observed for 

th© bacdcward castas* but subject to an ags©ed 
Income liml-sf

(d) A certain qwta ba rosarvod for those whose 
f*My liicme Is belw a certain lisd *evm if 
they ©eiong to the w^ollad v^asH>ceafos#

(d) A suitable pereentag® fwm th© reserved «©d a 
general pool he set apart for wsaan#

<o> Th© total saoarvati.®® quota on all counts simld 
be decidoa on '-^.1. @£ conscraus so that ©t



«*3« /

point or levol^mMt or seniority is entirely 
shut out*

3« ucil of Be ; . its that speciol
steps for pre*pxo£ Moaal and liwjob training Md for 
guMifyins the ,/Wth among th® «Cs# Sis and the boMwMd 
classes he undertaken so as to equip thorn sMtubly* upgrade 
their level and bring them on par wi «e rest* 
if Th® aost heart*bux'ning and divisive issue connected 
with seMyvatloa Mong th® mm® of «n>loyoes is that of 
promotion on th® basis of the strolled rooter system* while. 
recognising that reservation In job® doe® not newly «®« 
in^utts;. them at the lowest echelons# hut also preswos that 
the hitherto deprived section® are enabled to get Into 
responsible position® and at deMslofruMkiag level® In 
the administration through promotion la the course of aorvlc®# ■YOS^-Y- 
•cte has#howwr#t@ on t th « -
proved to be iniquitous Md has led to serious anomalies* 
It favours the lucky ones# but shut® off promotioM for 
other senior employes and ala© for those among the 
sc® ana sxa who are at uh© bottom* that has to be kept 
in view 1® that while doing 4 justice to the O#HB 
end th® 0003 and providing ©OOM atod . c 
among ttw»#ths fraternal unit , ©f the MM© of employees 
Is not broken* with tMa in view# u p«Mw» ionaula bee to 
he worked out on this question# which takes cars of the 
following# among otiw ( I nd egreed
prtportl n betnee© direct recrultBimftt and pronntlen to 
higher . i ig higher where th® jab is of a
ggnlltatlvg^ Afferent naturej(b) AaaHesatti pra^tlcm to 
08n end s®» W Mil the uotea In • poet®* in
wee© where beth direct recruitment and pwwtlon am pennltted# 
the total posts filled by sc® and Ws »t under both heMki 
not to exmod the soaerved guot©#® - where - an IneunMrt 
Is eligible to be recruited or pMn©IMNl#M merit or seniority 
itself# («> i^ere higher posts are to be filled solely by 
promotion* accelerated premtlou to scs ST® may ho 
©MyMMabad by emuMw an egual nn utr of higher grade post® 
for other senior Mployeesf (d> Bwry employee to get ®t 
least few© ©r three pr^oMom m a during
Mia of service# if necessary# toy creating supemumefury 
pouts# (e> in all ewes oi noMlerated prcmMenSf necessary 
WMning to h# given w the lno»b©nt® so as to qualify them# 
(f) Benefit of ©ccelur tv r n © os uk; mb to 
be availed oi y cm©v or twice during the cp^-a of service# 
depending on Jie op ortunitios u- ix^bio in that service* such



employee© bein©*©- * entitled to/furthcr promotion on 
the Usual basis ©a p^r with the rest 4 A promotion policy 
has to b© worked out concretely*wherever necessary*by 
the trade unions in agreement with th® concerned authority* 
based more or less on the &bw© broad guidelines* 

10* The General Council of the. ?mt2 cells upon the 
rkws end their trad® unions to see that Wb unify 

the workers belonging to every caste or rail ,>cn* and to 
separate east® trade unions* They must fight

©iSsteAsm in every by upholding the socialist ideal of 
festal®®® eelassless society end th® mpectlv® of 
.radical social ton station* a® -ell as the egalitarian 
^teacnlnps of our saints end m®hatma®*the traditions of 
our freedom struggle*etc* They mu ;t oppose all cast® 
dlscrtmln- don and ine<^uallty*c.trry on an ideolo .leal 
struggle .Inst ell obscurantist ideas and intervene 
whenever and wherever atrocities against th® downtrodden

.ctes take place* Shey mat stdw strenuously for 
building up univy ©£ the writers* agricultural labourers* 
peasants* as also of student® and youth in ordor to fight 
cc:;te ulv.ruption*Xn our specific condition* th® struggle 
agairist castelsn and caste exploitation has to »® conducted 
slmilteneously with th® struggl® for eccmomlc emndpatldn 

‘while educating th® upper castes to cone out in aup; ©it 
of thdr weaker brethren in the struggle for real eguslity* 
they ®M0t da® bring iioai# th© point to all sections? th«t 
reservations by tlwxselws do not h S lity* It
is only through • prol .ngtd anti tenacious 2^truggle> 
cot . with basic structural ch ..na rovduti 
social transformations*which sodelism alone can herald* 
that th® groundwork will b® laid for th© ©Uminetion of 
castei» end cssta system in omirse of time*



AITUC GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 
Hyderabad, 3 -"5 July, 1985-

ON OBSERVANCE 0" ANTI-WAR DAY, 
SEPT EWER 1_.

September 1st - the Day declared by the 10th. World 
Trade Union Congress as an annual Day for peace and Against 
War is approaching again. Trade unions and working people 
of all countries are called upon to prepare for working 
this oc-easion through mighty mass mobilisations against the 
frenzied conspiracies of US imperialism and its partners to 
dominate the world through the threat of a nuclear holocaust.

During the past one year the US Government has defied 
public opinion and gone ahead with the process of deploying 
its first strike missiles in parts of Western Europe and 
particularly on the soil of the' Federal Republic of Germany 
and Great Britain. These mis lies, aimed to reach Moscow 
within 6 minutes of being fired, constitute a grave threat 
to the security bf the USSR, which has been compelled to take 
certain counter-measures.

At the same time, the Soviet Government, speaking through 
its successive leaders-Comrades Andropov, Chernenko and 
Gorbachyov - continues to announce a series of constructive 
and positive peace proposals aimed at a freeze of nuclear 
weapons leading to specific disarmament measures, mutual 
reduction of NATO and Warsaw pact armed forces, and a number 
of other confidence building steps - not a single one of 
which has received favourable response from President;Reagan.

On the contrary, and inspite of the welcome resumption 
of US-USSR negotiations at Geneva largely at Soviet initiative, 
the US rulers have added a new dimension to the horrifying 
possibility of nuclear war by going ahead with their "Star 
Wars" programme of militarising outer space with the aid of 
laser rays. Enormous sums have been appropriated by the US 
Congress for funding this diabolical adventure, despite world 
wide protests and the stern warnings of the USSR.

The US imperialists, made desparate by the aggravating 
crisis of the^US. economy, are clearly pushing the world to 
the brink of catastrophe. This prospect has perturbed even 
some of Reagan's own NATO partners, notabley President 
Mitterand of France, who has publicly opposed the Star Wars 
programme. Internationally known scientists, including, a 
large group of Nobel Brize winners in the USA, have spoken 
up. The Government of New Zealand has refused permission to 
US warships with nuclear capabilities from entering its parts, 
thereby throwing the ANZUS military pact, into confusion and. 
crisis. The Government of Greece' has. demanded removal of 
four US bases from Greek soil.

Thousands of peace-loving people are on the march again. 
Millions have recentljr celebrated the 40th Anniversary of the 
defeat of German fascism and Japanese militarism in World 
War II. The decisive role of the Red Army and the heroic 
resistance and massive sacrifices of the Soviet people in the 

been/ struggle against Nazism have/recalled and hailed in thousands 
of functions and gatherings.

Contd.... . 2/-



The only discordant note was struck by the Western 
Governments of countries which were partners in the war-time 
anti-Hitler coalition. They refused to celebrate the 40th 
Anniversary jointly with the USSR and did everything in 
their power to minimise and distort the Soviet's decisive 
contribution to the defeat of Fascism. This evidence of their 
anti-Communist hatred was Taken a step further by President 
Meagan himself who went to West Germany to pay homage at rhe 
graves of Hitler soldiers- an act which was universally 
condemned.

Against this background US aggressive conspiracies 
continue in different parts Of the world. Nicaragua and 
Cuba are facing growing threats and incidents of US-inspired 
armed intervention. In the Middle Hast, Lebanon remains a 
cockpit of US-Israeli provocations and violent clashes with 
the RDF lurking nearby. Hgged on and abetted by the US, the 
South African aparthied regime is riding roughshed over UN 
Resolution on the Independence of Namibia and is committing 
blatant aggression against Angola and other Frontline states 
on the. plea of hot pursuit of SWAP© fighters. The Indian 
ocean and the surrounding region are witnessing the 
are witnessing the build-up of Oxisting US bases in Diego 
Garcia and elsewhere and search for new ones such as in 
Sri Lanka. At present there appears not the slightest 
possibility of any.UN-sponsored conference taking place 
on "the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace", which is due 
to be held in 1986 in Colombo.. The US arms build up of 
the Pakistani military regime continues unabated, as does 
the the financing, training, and.arming of Afghan counter
revolutionaries operating from bases on Pakistani soil.

A new dimension has been added to the threat to India's 
own security by the near-certain knowledge that Pakistan 
is trying to develop its own nuclear weapon with US collusion.

In this situation, the firm stand tfeken by the Govern
ment pOf India, headed by Shri Rajiv Gandhi, in favour of 
peace and national independence .and against the growing war 
danger is welcome. The AITUC congratulates the Prime Minister 
for his initiative in convening the Delhi summit of 6 non-aligned 
states and for sponsoring its New Delhi Declaration including0 
an appeal to the nuclear powers to return to the path of 
disarmament and detente. It is noteworthy that this appeal 
was responded to only- by the Soviet Union which assured its 
full cooperation for implementation of concrete measures in 
this direction.

The AITUC further welcomes the commonly shared ideals 
reiterated in the recent Indo—Soviet agreement and under
standing for strengthening the friendship and mutual 
cooperation of the two countries with the objective of 
fighting the force® of aggression and reinforcing the forces 
of peace and non-alignment. The AITUC also greets Shri 
Rajiv Gandhi for the bold and forthright stand taken in his 
public utterances during his recent US tour, opposing the „ 
'Star Wars' military strategy and upholding NAM1s positions 
on the issues of disarmament ^nti-colonialism and peaceful 
solution of all disputes, recognition of the sovereign 
rights and equality of all states, and non-interference 
in the internal affairs of others.. ,
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However, as the AITUO has always maintained, the 
struggle for peace and against imperialism and war, which 
is vital for the fufu+u of mankind, cannot be left only to 
governments and offic..al agencies. It is primarily the 
responsibility of the masses whose not only physical survival 
but economic betterment and social progress are bound up with 
stopping the wasteful diversion of enoromous funds and 
resources for the arms race, instead of their being devoted 
to. the urgent tasks , of economic development.

This stand point has directed the consistent peace 
which will also b-s celebrating the 40th Anniversary of its foundation in October this year. 

This wiH be yet another occasion, for the working class the 
Ovsr 1° express its solidarity?- and to reiterate in a 

fitting manner its commitment to the struggle for neace 
national independence and social progress? ’
,, ■ Council of the AITUO, therefore, calls upon

. 1 s aiiilia^ed unions, all like—minded fraternal trade 
unions, and all workers and working people to prepare throughout

coupt^y for massive and united mobilisation on September 1, 
।9o5, through rallies, demonstrations, conventions, etc. in 
defence of world peace and against the war danger, for a nuclear 
ireeze leading to nuclear disarmament and nuclear-free zones, 
for stopping the arms race and withdrawal of all foreign 
military bases,.for making the Indian Ocean a Zone of Peace, 
and for compelling the US imperialists to desist- from arming 
the raxistani military regime with offensive weapons, for 
acceptance of the Soviet peace.proposals and saying "NO" to 
the star wars programme.

******
ON 65th FOUNDATION CAY OF THE AITUO

The 65th Foundation Day of the AITUO falls on 31st 
1985. On this occasion the General Council of the 

AI-UC meeting m Hyderabad recalls that from the first day 
of its founding in October 1920, the AITUO has stood for 
establishment of a Socialist State in India, for an end to 
exploitation of man by man, for national independence, workers' 
rights and international trade union solidarity.

of imperialisms aggressive war-plans, against 
the arms race ahd threat of.a nuclearH olocaust, the organised 
working class and the trade -unions have to be to-day in the 
forefront of struggle for peace and disarmament. This urgent 
task is linked with the struggle of the working class for°a 
better living, the struggle- for economic development _in 
the interest of the people, the struggle against the 
neo-colonialist exploitation by multinationals, the World 
Bank, the IMF etc., and for a New International Economic Order.

i-he General Council calls upon all affiliated unions 
to adopt programme of compaigri on the occasion of the 
foundation Day on 31st October to educate the workers on 
these tasks and on. the tasks of resisting closures and 
retrenchments, against the new economic policies of the 
Government in favour of monopolies and .multinationals, 
and promoting trade union unity and united struggles of 
the working class.

The General Council calls upon the unions to celebrate 
3 i st October in a fitting manner in keeping with the 
traditions and history of the AlTUC, the militant mass
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organisation of the Indian -working class.
******

CN THE FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD 
FEDERATION_OF TRADE UNIONS_________________________________________

On 3 October 1985 the world trade union movement will 
mark a historic anniversary- the 40th anniversary of the 
foundation of the World Federation of Trade Unions. ihe Wild 
was formed as a result of the efforts of trade unions throughou 
the world translating into action the sentiments of the working 
masses for international unity of the working class.

The founding congress of the WFTU, held in Paris, in 
which the AITUC also participated in full measure, also gave 
a resounding call to the working class of the world to mobilise 
their forces in the global struggle for peace, against militarism 
and war, for upholding trade union rights and democratic. 
liberties and to act with deTermination in favour of social 
progress.

Four decades have gone by ■ - since that historic event. 
In this period the imperialist forces, defeated in the second 
World War, have step by step unleashed an unprecedented arms 
race. They seek to put nuclear war on the agenda. The Reagan 
administration has gone ^o far as to announce a "star-wars" 
programme. Recognising the force of the.working class they 
sought to divide us on a world scale and succeeded in doing so.

However, the WFTU and its affiliates have throughout 
this period upheld the cause of working class unigy and at 
every stage have taken measures for unity in action. In one 
world congress after another one has witnessed the presence.of. 
delegates from independent unions and unions of varid affiliations.

The AITUC General Council calls on all its affiliated 
unions to chalk out a programme to tobserve the 40th anniversary, 
to give full publicity to the work of the WU in the. last 40 
years in serving the interests of the working class, in the 
campaigns undertaken in defence of workers rights, in defence 
of the right of all peoples to independence, and for peace.

Let all.our activities in this year reflect the spirit 
of unity and unity of action of the first world trade union 
congress in 1945• Det us strive to strengthen every effort 
for°trade union unity and for unity of action of the working 
class of our country for peace, social progress and national 
self-reliance.

ON CENTRA^ GQVEMWLS .^DGi^^^
The General Council of the AITUC strongly condemns the 

philosophy and proposals of the central government's Budget 
for 1985-86 as being retrograde, anti-people, blatantly 
pro-big business, and subversive of the hitherto accepted 
national principles of planning for social and economic 
justice based on a strong and expanding public sector. The 
monopolists and transnational corporations have, not surprisingly, 
hailed the budget.

The budget's basic philosophy of ’.'spare the rich, soak 
the poor and freeze the public sector" is fully reflected in 
its various specific proposals, and the measure announced 
during the last three months.
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The net addition to :the is k.433 crores, in
which the centre's share is only &.311 crores. In this has 
to be added the increase in railway. fares and "'freight totalling 
&.495 crores. This relatively small mobilisation of additional 
resources has been made possible by limiting the public sector 
plan outlay to an increase.of only 5«75 per cent over the 
1984-85 figures, A wide variety of subheads in the Central 
Sector including programme for rural development like the WEP, 
Ahadi and village industries, agricultural financial institutions 
etc., self-employment schemes for educated youth, village and 
small industries, tele-communications, petroleum, fertiliser, 
coal, lignite, drugs and pharmaceuticals, housing, welfare of 
scheduled castes and tribes, etc. have received lower allotments 
than the previous year.

Clearly, this is a shift away, a retreat from, the idea 
so long' prevalent m our country since independence, that 
central.planning outlays and public sector growth constitute 
the engine of self-reliant development.

Instead, the theory has been advanced that a lowering of 
direct taxes to "reasonable" le—vels will discourage tax-evasion 
and ensure better compliance- while it will stimulate production 
by leaving larger investible funds in the hands of the corporate 
sector. Apart from this wishful thinking, there is no other 
concrete proposal to combat the "parallel" economy of black money 

^However, the relief in direct taxes, while undoubtedly 
benefitting. the upper middle class and the betteroff sections 
of the white-collar employees, will mean nothing to 99 per cent 
of the 350 million income earners in our country, because only 
4 million of them are tax-payers, out of them, one million will 
go out of the tax net and 3 million will pay less than before.

The existing ceiling of rl.750 for entitlement of bonus 
has been raised to &.1500/- for purposes of calculation but the 
ceiling of bonus payment has not been increased which deprives 
a section from getting due bonus. On the other hand, the 
prices of all essential commodities are bound to rise steeply, 
hitting the working masses.

It is the industrial houses which-will benefit enormously. 
Not, only has the tax on company profits been reduced by 5 per 
centage points but an assurance is given that after two years 
the surcharge and surtax on profits will also be discontinued. 
The benefits from the high level of subsidies will also accrue 
to the industrial producers and the rich farmers.

On top of this had come the raising^he exemption limit 
for KTP companies from Rs.,20 crores to 100 crores- an unexpected 
^windfall for the beneficiaries. Of the 101 companies' which 
were under the purview of the MRTP Act, 49 will straight way 
go out. This is an open invitation to big business to amass 
more assets and profits- in blatant violation of the directive 
principles.of the constitution, Article 39 (c) against 
concentration of economic power.

The General Council of the AITUC calls upon the people' 
to.protest vehemently against these and other fiscal prorposals 
which are meant to lead -not to more equitable but to more 
inequitable distribution of wealth and incomes. The disparities 
in the countryside will be.further aggravated and further concen
tration of wealth will generate dangerously reactionary political 
pressures. There, is no.-mention anywhere of completing the 
unfinished land reforms, without- which a stable-growth of food 
production, cannot be ensured.



The frightening prospects of inflation arise out of the 
obviously deflated estimates .of the net deficit of Rs.3,349 
crores for 1985-86. More likely, this figure will go up to 
about Rs.5,000 crores, taking into consideration the borrowing 
requirements of the central government in the current year, the 
higher interest rates on commercial loans from, foreign banks, 
the repayment of the IMF loans, the shrinking of long-term 
concessional loans from international institutions, the worsening 
balance of taade deficit, the enormous defence expenditure, and 
the heavy non-plan outlay on subsidies for .fertilisers, exports 
and food. This huge uncovered deficit will have dangerous 
consequences.

The prices of essential commodities are already undergo
ing since the budget, a rapid upswing and the wholesale price 
index is continuing to scale one peak after another during 
the last months.

While a substantial part of this critical situation is 
undoubtedly due to the highly unfavourable external environment 
created by the present'international economic order which 
exploits the developing countries, this does not make the 
crisis less severe in its impact on the economy and the people.

Unprecedented concessions are being given in the budget 
to the private monopoly sector, while opening new doors for the 
penetration of multinationals, on the plea of acquring "high 
technology" for modernising the economy. Thereby, the public 
dector is downgraded, the reliance for growth placed on the 
private sector despite its past record of feeding like a 
parasite on a protected market, heavy subsidies and public 
funds. Basic economic goals of self-reliance, social justice, 
and state control over the commanding heights of the economy 
are sought to be drastically diluted while heaping new burdens 
on the common man. Fven the small scale sector of industry is 
exposed to fresh dangers.

The process- of liberalisation, further opening doors to 
monopolies and multinationals continued after ths budget. The 
export- import policy announced after the budget liberalised 
imports of more items of commodities, the duty on import of 
inputs of the electronics industry has been substantially 
reduced, mere drugs have been delicensed, foreign brand names 
will be allowed to be used etc. The new Textile policy 
announced on June 6 is aimed at strengthening the private 
textile monopolies who are themselves responsible for rendering 
hundred of textile mills "sick" by resorting to a variety ff 
fraudulent means and throwing cuo of job thousands of workers.

The process of liberalisation in the name of competitiveness 
or modernisation, technological upgradation etc. continues for 
the benefit of the monopolies and multi-nationals.

The AlTUC considers the shift in the budget is in a 
reactionary direction. The AlTUC demands that the economic 
policy should be reversed in the direction of self-reliance, 
strengthening of the public sector, curbs on monopolies and 
INGs and welfare measures for the people.

The.General Council of the AlTUC calls on all unions 
and workers to undertake powerful campaigns, against the 
budget and for a drastic change in economic policies in 
favour of-the common people. The AlTUC calls on all trade 
unions to undertake the widest possible united campaigns 
against price rise and for extension of a public distribution



system and steps to curb speculation and hoarding in food- 
grains and other basic necessities, 

o • o • a *
2N_GGCIl-OUTS_AN^

The General Council of the AITUC notes with concern that 
there has been a steady increase in the number of closures 
and lock-outs in the country and particularly so in the jute, 
cotton textiles and engineering industries. This has resulted 
not only in throwing thousands of workers out of employment 
but also constitutes a threat to the economic and social progress 
of our country. °

The government had recently stated during the meeting 
held by the Labour Minister with representatives of central 
trade union organisations that "industrial sickness which 
is inevitable in the process of industrial progress and tech
nological shifts cannot be-totally eliminated". From this, one 
can adduce that, far from intending to take effective measures 
to prevent.closures and lockouts the government expects workers 
and the toiling masses to learn to "live with it".

GeneralCouncil is confirmed ppinion that the above 
theory.is fallacious and unacceptable. The crisis in the 
economic sphere in our country is the crisis of caoitalism 
and can.t be solved by the government granting greater 

' concessions to the monopoly houses or placating the corporate 
sector. In the recent budget, the private sector has been 
granted liberal terms, as also foreign multinational concerns, 
and the latter in terms of importing the latest technologies.

A perusal of government statistics further shows that 
there has been a continuous pandering to the private sector, 
uor instance, loans advanced to sick units, both large and 
small scale, numbered over 80,000 at the end of 1983. The 
amount of these loans showed a sharp increase since 198O. 
1/hile the g^ount at the end of December 1979 stood at Rs. 1623 
crores, at the end of 1983 the figure had increased to fe.3101 
crores which was an increase of nearly 91%. Government which 
_u mds one excuse after another to avoid taking over of "sick" 
units and running them efficiently does little to monitor the 
running of the sick units to whom these liberal loans are 
handed out by governmental financial institutions.

There have.been critical conditions in the jute and the 
cotton.textile industry for some years, the position worse
ning with^every.year. Crisis, exists also in the chemical and 
p armaceuuical industry, in the engineering and construction 
industries. In vital public sector industries such as petroleum, 
the private sector is being allowed to enter. Crisis can be 
seen also in other public sector industries such as fertiliser, 
coal, lignite, iron and steel. Out lays on these industries 
have been drastically cut, and in some cases, frozen.

according to official figures the total number of sick 
and closed units have reached the alarming proportions. This 
io a consented attempt to attack the life and living conditions 
°lLth+ w°rklng people. It is clear that this will seriously 
atiect the economic progress of the country as a whole.

The General Council points out that the theory of 
inevitable sickness in the process of industrial progress is 
a bankrupt one. Ihe steady progress of all socialist ^countries 
in the world after the end of the second world war has illu- 
s rated beyond doubt that basic structural changes can create
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c nditions of uninterrupted progress and development. Particularly 
so is the example of the Soviet Union which suffered the greatest 
losses both in men and material in the course of the war and 
..as_since made remarkable strides in industrial, economic and 
social progress.

UP
The General Council of the AITUC/on all unions to 

Par uicipate fully in the call given by the national camoaim 
committee to hold state conventions and organise mass agitation 
and mass actions against closures, lockouts etc. All affiliated 
units and state committees should take effective steps to prenare 
tor statewide conventions on this vital demand of the toiling" 
masses. Workers have to be mobilised to go into action to brin^ 
about a reversal of government policies to serve the needs of 
national development and strengthen self-reliance.

ON THE RAILWAY BUDGET

• i-u General Council of the AITUC notes with concern that 
without increasing passenger amenities and facilities to other 
rail users, the passenger fares and freight charges have been 
increased bj 1u per cent in the railway budget of 1985-86 to 

rallways t0 clear in full the dividend liability 
.Jcrores. On the. other hand, the burden on the railway 

account of social costs is increasing every year, 
be subsidised from the general revenues.

he General Council strongly opposes the increase in passenger 
should^ demands that the dividend liability
s uld be adjusted from the loss, suffered by -the railways on 
account of social costs. . J

General Council also notes that acquiring of new assets 
1985-86? aP coaches has been kept at a low level during

a.direct result, thousands of workers employed in wagon 
manufacturing units are facing imminent retrenchment. Ihis 
aPart»the inadequate number of wagons has already started 
fleeting lifting and carrying of coal, clearing goods from 
docks, etc.

^beG®neral Council further notes that though much is 
oaid about the modernisation of railways, the modernisation 
scheme for railway workshops is hanging fire since long. In 

e meanwhile, high interest charges are being paid on the
10a2 granted for this purpose by the World Bank.

e lame of economy, there is a ban on recruitment and 
HOt resulting in increased workload

on rhe railwaymen, which affects maintenance of track, rolling 
suock, safety m operations very seriously, The work of track 
main enance hiterto being done departmentally is being alloted 
rb,contractors hhich is enither economical nor conductive to 
tne safety of track, though it could lead to 
wide scale. corruption on a

^n the.recent period railway accidents 
and track failures have nearly doubled. The 
has also increased with increasing los of lives

due to mechanical 
number of accident

The safety of passengers demands that the government 
+ _ f® adequate steps for track and mechanical maintenance and 
to improve the efficiency.
talc



2N_TAMILNADU TEXTILE _WORKERS STRUGGLE

Te-n1Ili^°?n0r^1-.O5un?J’X °f the AIT0° congratulates the 
cAnie Workers of .Tamilnadu: on.. the unity achieved includino-

M™’.™3' AITUC CITU, Janata, M, °
. , ■ "the affensive of the mill owners and s'wo^ts

Pr°P°sad from 16.7.85 involving morv. uhan 200 thousand workers.
The five year old settlement ended on 16.7.84 and the 

new ^Pands. The South Indian mill owners on 
he. other hand on 28.1.85 gave a counter demand virtually 

erkW so1? °f T^de. Unions, and taking away all the benefits 
enjoyed so far and putting on end to collectibe bargaining, 
and ??Ven ^2ntral T .Us. on.4.5.85 formulated demands

16 n^m?®rs Action Committee. The Bipartite talks 
?„ 2^7 0° °e a failure. The negotiation by the Government 
on 2./ .05 has not improved matters.
. n The Action Committee has therefore decided to o-o on 
indefinite strike from 1o.7*8u_ notices haVe been served°on 
all units numbering nearly 500 ‘including 14 NTC and 14 
Cooperative mills. ■ .

expresses ■ its full solidarity with '
. ^amilnadu Textile Workersj and wishes their forth 

coming struggle a complete success.

RESOLUTION. IN SUPPORT OF XII WORLD FESTIVALS OF 
—_KOUTH AND STUDENTS AT ^MOSCOW_________ __________ _

to thte of AISU0 its full supportto the XII.World festivals of Youth and Students which is 
th^T/ 3t4OS0°VrOm 27th July t0 3rd August 1985, under 
Fr e -^-“^iulist solidarity, Peace and

4 t s festival has gained special significance as
it is being convened in 1985 i.e. INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR 

by United Nations Organisation with the theme 
larticipation, Development and Peace".

,n 4-bo 13 beinS organised when mankind stands
on the brmx of a thermo nuclear holocaust due to the policies 
administration militaristic ^rces headed by US C1101®®

+ o+^heTm°V2ment °f festivals was always inseparable from 
younger, generation for its fundamental rights 

and vital interests against Unemployment, for the ri ^ht to 
work, to education, to participation in Social and Political life.

Jes-1™! in capital of the World's first 
-yalist Sta-v., the Country which is carrying out unoaralled 

oocio-economic. transformations and waging a tireless struts 
for ±eace, against the arms race, will enable the younger00 

World to get better acquainted with the 
achievements of Soviet Union in building a new Society.

The AITUC wishes the Festival ;rand success.

Contd 10/-
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ON THE EMPLOYEES' STATE INSURANCE SCHEME

General Council of the All India Trade Union Congress 
tJ®^3 "ith grave concern the functioning of the Employees State 
.surance Scheme m the Country. In this contributing Scheme 

was expected that the Insured Workers would get efficient 
ana good medical treatment, more and more hospitals built, and 
more and more workers covered under the scheme. While it is 
rrue that due to the recent amendment to the Act (by virtue 
ot.which those drawing salary of fc.1600/- per month and below 

ab?u^ 7 lakh workers additionally come under the 
purview of the Act, the services rendered to the Insured Worker0 
are generally far from satisfactory and dismally pour in some 
Siat^s. States like Bihar, U.P. and West Bengal give reasons 

u± medlcal arrangements, for nunvimplementation uf the scheme to new areas. In West Bengal not all insured 
werxers and their families are entitled to full medical care.

pace e± construction and commissioning of Hospitals, and 
providing them equipment is also very slow.

the Government

The AITUC considers that there has to be a drastic 
1? thG of' the Scheme. One of the main
thG unsatlsfactory implementation of the scheme is 

f resources. This is because, for this Scheme it is ^•nly the employers and employees that are contributing. The 
government of India does not contribute a single naya paisa-to this Scheme. It is highly deplorable that despite representation 

several recomendations of the ESIS review
’ the.Government of India has not changed its position 

regarding contribution to such an important Social Security measure. The General Council of the AITUC strongly u?ges upon 
of India to make a substantial contribution towards 
concerning the Welfare and Health of lakhs of ~ "the ESI Scheme 

workers.
3- An other 

of ESI reason for the
--  ...----contributions, 

both from the Private and the
the Corporation, in relati

lack of resources is the huge 
tc the tune of Rs.57.61 crores 
Public Sectors, Even accordin 
n to the total contributionrecoverable from the day of commencement of the Scheme there 

is an increased trend in arrears from 2.81% to 2.91%. This 
bec?m2 wsrse with more and more factories 

closing down. The General Council of the AITUC takes strong 
exception to the lethargy of the bureaucrats in collecting the 
arrears and urges upon the Government of India to take m/re stringent and effective measures for collection of
4* It is a matter of regret that instead of considering 

implementation of the Scheme, substantial grants 
ana collection of arrears from employers, the Government of

dCwn Gven the existing benefits, o.y, uenyin^ sickness benefits during strikes and lock-cuts and 
by reducing the quantum of ESI leave to 56 days from the 
existing 91. The General Council of the AITUC strongly condemn 
bnis move and urges upon the Government of India to give up ' 
nil such retrograde measures. B

ta^s note that as a result of the recent amendments to the Act large sections of workers engaged in 
seasonal and crisis ridden traditional Industries getting

-Wfoymeni and who were enjoying the benefits 
th« Lol Scheme uptil recently are being deprived of these

•±he AITUC General Council requests the Govt, of India 
c mak.^ suitable amendments tc the act and the rules tc enable 

these workers to enjoy the benefits due under the ESI Scheme.



6 . - Because of this highly unsatisfactory position in
respect of the service and treatment rendered to the insured 
workers, tnere is increasing dissatisfaction among sections 
of the working class.
7 • The^ u-eneral Council of the AITUC calls upon the working 
class and Trade Unions to take a comprehensive view of this 
Social Security measure and conduct a powerful Campaign to 
remove the weaknesses and improve the implementation and 
functioning of the E.S.I. Scheme.
ON BONUS

The General Council of the AITUC considers the recent 
amendment of the payment .of Bonus Act raising the upper limit 
of salary to Rs. 1600/- per month for the purpose of calculation 
of bonus, as totally inadequate and falling short of the long 
standing demands of the trade unions. As a result-of the still 
retained eligibility limit at the monthly salary of Rs. 1600, 
increasing number of workers in the organised sector, particularly 
m the public sector will be denied the right and benefit of 
bonus. This limit should therefore be immediately done away 
with, and all.workmen irrespective of salary and occupation 
should be entitled to bonus without any restriction.

r^Uis apart, during the two decades since its enactment 
m 1965 the payment of Bonus Act has become totallv absolete 
due to changes in the intervening period in direct"taxes, 
rate of depreciation, etc. and as a result the question of 
available surplus for distribution of bonus has largely 
become a fiction, and for all practical purposes the minimum 
bonus at o.33 percent has become the maximum bonus fox’ most 
of the industries and workers.

The AITUC General Council, therefore demands that the 
ceiling^ of 20 percent be abolished forthwith and quantum of 
bonus aoove the minimum be allowed to be determined by 
means of collective bargaining.

RESOLUTION ON CENTRAL_GOW^JgM^^
The General Council of the AITUC notes that all the 

organisations of Central Govt, employees have expressed 
dissatisfaction over the delay in submission of the report 
of the IV Central Pay Commission ^d the inadequate amount 
of second instalment of interim relief which does not take 
them any where near their demand of wage parity with Public 
Sector workers. The continued ban on recruitment and increasin 
assignment of departmental work to contractors has also been 
opposed with one voice by all the Central Govt, employees/

The General Council expresses its solidarity with all 
the Central.Govt..employees’ organisations in their attempt 
to further intensify their united movement and make it mo^e 
oroadbased to achieve their demands. The General Council 
extends full support to the demands and united movement 
of the Central Govt, employees.

Contd 12/-
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RESOLUT.idN_OH AGITATION OF_BATA WORKERS OFJFARIDABAD_(HARYANA)

General Gouncil of the AITUC demands support to the 
Is month old agitation of workers of Bata Factory at Faridabad 
(Haryana) against intensified retrenchment drive of the 
management if the notorious multi-national of Batas9 concealed 
behind the so-called "job-combination Schemes". It condemns 
the blatantly anti-working class policies and fa practices 
pushed by the Bata management by clamping an undeclared 
lock- at in the fact cry'inorder to browbeat the workers 
into abandoning their perfectly legitimate agitation.

, The General Council deplores the anti-working
class and pro-management attitude of the Haryana Govt, in 
issuing illegal orders banning the Workers' agitation 
while completely ignoring the'action of the management in 
clamping an undeclared illegal lock-out of witholding the 
basic inputs required for carrying on production in the 
factory.

The General Council calls upon the Haryana Govt, to 
give up its anti-working class attitude and force the Bata 
management to lift its undeclared lock-out besides banning 
retrenchment in the factory. °

RESOLUTION ON G.I.C
The.. General Council of the All India Trade Union 

Congress strongly condemns the denial of the Right a 
Collective Bargaining^ 0 the General Insurance Employees 
and arbitrary imposition of Schemes altering existing 
terms and conditions in force arrived at after serious 

which and purposeful negotiations // the General Insurance Corp oration 
have and benefited the workers and the Country.
enedy'Ch Council demands, a reversal of this attitude

forthwith and withdrawal of the Schemes uni later aUy imposed .



ON contract labour

The General Council of the AITUC draws pointed 
attention to the fact that years after the passing of the 
Jbolii^n and Regulation of Contract Labour A2t, contract 
labours far from being checked and abolished, has actually 
multiplied and proliferated in most industries. The ^tate 
Governments who are changed with implementing its provisions 
are doing vitually nothing in this regard.

Today, not only in the construction industry, 
or in work of seasonal or occasional nature , but even in 
work of perennial nature, connected with the regular work of 
the industry or establishment concerned, contract labour is 
being increasingly introduced, taking advantage of the loopholes 
in the aforesaid Ait. The system is becoming rampant even in 
such sophisticated fields as ^ower generation 'power, and 
heavy engineering, oil, steel, railways etc., including in 
operation and maintenance work. In a number of cases, contract 
labour have been brought into replace regular workers who 
have been traditionally doing the job, rendering many such wor
kers red^dant, and discontinuing fresh recruitment to such jobs.

Ohls is being done in the context of growing 
unemployment, where a vast mass of not only unskilled but skilled 
and highly skilled workers are forced to offer themselves for 
casual jobs or jobs on contract.

Contract Labour is being deliberately resorted to 
by both private and public sector managements, not with the 
stated objective of reducing costs, but of bypassing labour 
legislations, wage agreements, etc. and depriving the workers 
of the fruits of their hardwon struggle, and frustrating 
their on-going movements. It is to be noted that contract workers 
are some of the most exploited section$of the working class, 
and their induction in any industry serves to depress the wages 
and working conditions within that industry.

Contract system is also a breeding ground for ram
pant corruption, arising from the collusion of management with 
contractors linked to high sources in government and administ
ration. It is one of the fountain sources of black money in our 
economy. A”contr actor culture”' based on a hierarchy of commission 
agents is coming into being, resulting in waste of resources 
coupled with bad quality work.

Contind ... .P/2



The General Council of the AITUC therefore calls 
for a united struggle against the system of contract 
labour, and against its extension into spheres where there 
is work of a perennial nature, and work connected with 
the regular processes of production, etc. Concrete and 
militant actions for putting an end to the contract system, 
and regularising and departmentalising workers who are 
thus employed, should be undertaken by the unions.

State-level conventions against the contract system
should be organised. The General Council directs the AITUC
Centre to make strong representations on the issue, in all 
forums, such as parliament, tripartite labour conferences, etc.



declaration of the conference of public sector trade unions

This Convention of unions in the Central Public 
Sector undertakings convened by the All-India Trade Union 
Congress at Hyderabad on June 30, and July 1, 1985 takes 
se-rious note of the shift in the Government of India's
Policy with regard to the role and the Content of Public 
Sector and the calculated attack on it by the national 
and multinational monopolies and calls upon the Trade 
Unions to note, that the struggle to defend their wages ; 
and Service Conditions has to be combined with the 
struggle to defend the public sector and to expand it.

This is an integral part of the struggle for 
self-reliance, for independent economic development, 
and for preventing dangerous in roads of the multi
national Corporations into a developing Country like 
ours .

Public Sector was conceived to meet the'demands of, 
Social Justice and the need of rapid development. The- 
All-India Trade Union Congress had no illusion that this 
State Sector was a 'Socialist element' in our economy as 
was paraded by the Government. The AITUC took it to be 
State Capitalism, part of the Capitalist economic Structure 
of our Country, which in turn operated with in the 
constraints of the World Capitalist System.

However the declared aims of the Public Sector 
that it was.(1) to help rapid industrialisation of our 
c°untry, "especially by laying the foundations of basic 
and heavy industries". (2) to earn returns for reinvestment 

and growth, (3) to promote redistribution of wealth 
and income, (4) to create employment opportunities, 
(5) to promote.accelerated development of backward regions, 
(6) to assist the development of small scale units and 
ancillaries and (7) to promote import substitution, self 
reliance and save and earn foreign exchange for the 
Country indicated its positive anti-Imperialist edge 
and the direction and pace of development that it was 
to determine. Another most significant and welcome 
feature was the massive assistance given to the Public 
Sector by several Socialist Countries, and particularly 
by the USSR .

This made the AITUC adopt a 'two pillar' Policy 
towards the Public Sector, of (i) defending it from the 
motivated attacks of foreign and native monopolies, their 
efforts to encroach on it, use it for themselves and 
ultimately aim at taking it over and (ii) to d^nd the 
rights and Working Conditions of workers, to see that 
it acts as a Pace setter for wage standards in the 
Country.

But slowly ans steadily the Government Policy 
towards the Public Sector is changing for the worse. 
The twin slogans of modernisation and export orientation 
are being used as a mask t change the role of 
Public Sector.

Modernisation and headlong rush for technology 
arc walking into the trap of multinationals and 
Imperialists who use both collaboration and technology 
expert as.Political weapons of neccd.nialist explctation 
and draining cut of cur resources, of weakening our



independent role in the World, and cf dumping on us 
obsolete technology, or one that is on the way to go 
obsolete, or technology that we possess already or 
which we can develop with cur indigenous R & D efforts .

This Convention Warns that this way lies the goal 
of Strangulating cur Public Sector and defeat our 
strivings for a new international economic erder, for. 
an independent foreign Policy of Peace and anti-Imperialism, 
and for our own growth and development.

This Convention considers the attacks against Public 
Setter as motivated and meant to first denigrate it and 
later privatise it .

Privatisation of Public undertakings has already 
be^n going on. During the last few years a number of 
undertakings, specially those owned by the State Govern
ments have been denationalised.

Some undertakings taken over under the Industries 
Development Regulation by the State or Central Govern-' 
ments,~have been nursed back to health and returned to 
their erstwhile .owners who had brought them to the 
brink cf union.

New Privatisation is sought to be pushed ahead in 
a variety of ways. Public Sector is being opened up to 
multinationals in the name cf technical collaboration.

Officials and even ministers, not to speak of the 
knights of Private Sector, are openly demanding that the 
Private Sector be associated with the management of 
Public Sector undertakings and even be allowed to have 
equity participation therein.

The achievements of Public Sector are deliberately 
under-played and weaknesses are exaggerated.

The "losses" of Public Sector are loudly talked 
about while the contribution of Public Sector to the 
State exchequer and excise duties and even dividends 
in Project-making undertakings are ignored.

Public Sector contribution in providing vital 
infrastructure and opening up of backward areas is lost 
sight of.

That Public Sector is earning foreign exchange 
is not talked about.

Nevertheless the Convention does not wish to 
conceal the weaknesses of the Public Sector under
takings, the management defects, the failure to give 
workers a sense of participation and such other matters.

These deficiencies mainly arise from Government's 
own wrong policies.

The entire management ethos of our Public Sector 
is highly bureaucratised with remote Control of the 
administrative ministry.



The management is over burdened with non-technicai 
number.of Officer Cadre, with corruption and wasteful 
expenditure. The vast cadre thrown up by our Public 
undertakings is getting frustrated because of the lack 
of a policy to identify them, train them.and place them 
in positions of responsibility.

Management of Public undertakings has to be 
liberated from the crippling influence of bureaucracy, 
made autonomous, and accountable. There should be in 
built provision for cost account orientation and 
accountability to the people and the parliament.

Marketing must be streamlined.
_ Pricing Policy should be rational. Public under

takings buy in a sellers' market paying high Prices .for 
their inputs and sell at administered prices. They must 
be protected from being exploted by Private Sector and 
whvre they have to sell at lower Price, this should be 
aken.mtc account and either State should reinturse 

the difference or this should be accounted as Public 
Sector contribution to the Society.

. The system of giving cut works on contract and 
appointing Casual ano nominal muster roll workers 
beth to feed the Contractors and starve the workers 
should be given up.

It is f -und that former officials of Public 
undertakings set.up industries and supply products to 
the undertaking costing it both in quality and in 
capacity utilisation.

Research work done in Public undertakings is 
sometimes misused to set up benami units and make 
money. A policy of encouraging ancillaries and 
small-scale units should be pursued, but not by 
corrupt methods at the cost of the Public Sector.

All this must be curbed with a heavy hand.
The Workers in Public undertakings are facing 

new.problems. Indiscriminate and thoughtless moderni
sation ano impart and deployment of technology may

Fum oq- the.undertaking, damage the interests 
o small scale units and even cause redundancy of 
employment threatening retrenchment. Already recruit
ment and promotion are-under ban in a number of Govt, 
undertakings.

.Thu Public Sector Workers are subjected to severe 
restrictions of their Trade Union rights and the right 
of collective bargaining. The Bureau of Public Under
takings has grown into a Frankenstein Super-Management.

are increasingly met with repression 
and the use of Rational Security and Essential Services 
aint^nance Acts. Workers' Political rights are sought 

T° be curbed. Attempts are being made to prohibit 
ublic Sector Workers from even participating in meetings 

FrOcessions °f political Parties, and standing 
rders are sought to be amended accordingly.
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In the cireumstancas, this Convention demands that
1. Public Sector should be expanded by nationalising 
the entire organised cotton and Jute Textile industry, 
the Foreign drug companies, the automobile and multi
national Tyre industry, the vegetable oil industry, the 
Iron Ore mines. Sugar and Cement industries.
2. Workers’ Participation in management at all levels 
through elected representatives should be ensured. It 
should be full and unfettered.
3. Public Distribution system should be ensured and 
made effective by taking over wholesale trade in food, 
essential consumer goods and inputs for agriculture and 
industry.
4. Full and unfettered Trade Union and Political 
rights should be guaranteed.
5. Collective Bargaining should be ensured and BPD 
overlordship should go and the reported scheme of Wage 
Boards should be abandoned and all agreements should be 
fully and properly implemented .
6. Contract system should be abolished and Casual 
Workers and NMR Workers should be regularised.
7. Dearness Allowance should guarantee full neutrali
sation of rise in Consumer Price Index.
8. Bonus should be paid to all Public Sector Workmen 
and without any ceiling conditions.
9. Protection of women's employment in Public - 
Sector and their rights and Working Conditions.

This Convention calls upon the unions in Public 
Sector to take up the challenge and strive unitedly to 
achieve the above objectives.

This Convention calls upon the All-India Trade 
Union Congress Centre to set up a mechanism to coordinate 
the work of AITUC unions in Public Sector, render assistance 
to promote united action of unions belonging.to various 
Centres, or independent unions, specially unions that 
agree with our objectives and to coordinate with the 
work in the Parliament in order to use that forum ±or 
effective defence of Public Sector and in the ...nterests 
of the workers.

This Convention sails upon all Public Sector 
Unions to observe the week from August 9th to 15tn, 
1985, for launching a widespread explanatory campaign 
on the slogan "Defend, Txtend and Democratise .the 
Public Sector".

******

Hyderabad, 
July 1, 1985.
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TO AIR MEMBERS OF THE GE NERI' M MIL |

De ar Gomr ad es, I

The next meeting of the Gen er HL Council of the AITUC will be \ 
held at Hydrabad on 3rd to 5th July, 1985* The meeting on 
3rd July, 1985 will begin at 10 AM.

The agenda of the meeting will be ’• :

1. Condolence resolutions
2. Minutes of the previous meeting
3. Report of the General Secretary and discussion thereon
L. Programmes for

(a) Celebration of b-Oth anniversary of WFTU 
and

(b) 65th anniversary of AITUC £
(c) Unorganised workers

5* Verification of membership
6. AITUC Building Fund
*. AITUC Sambad < Hindi)
8. Any other business

Please note that it has been decided to hold a convention of 
Public Sector Trade Unions affiliated (and friendly) to AITUC 
at Hydrabad on June 30, ' ~ July 1, 1985 •

Sri Visamodh Gowbhuja Samaj
Giriraj Ehawan , Gulbagh, Street No.1 
Sultan Bazar - Hydrabad

Accomodation will be provided without charge. There are a number 
of hotels nearby where comrades can take their meals according 
to choice . Members who want return journey reservations from 
Hydrabad should inform their requirements and'send Railway far® 
money before 15th June, 1985 (15*6.1985) to

Com. K. Srinivas Rao' (Secretary)
AITUC Andhra Pradesh Committee
Satyanaraina Reddy Hiawan 
3-5-91* Makhdoom Mchiuddin Marg 
Himayat Nagar- Hydrabad-5O**?9

With fraternal greetings

General Secretary



AIL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
2^+, Canning Lane .New Delhi-110001

TO. ALL STUC GENERAL SECRETARIES 17th May, 198£
I R C V L A R No Si /11Q 5

/ /

Dear Comrades,

A convention of .Public Sector Trade Unions will be held at 
Hydrabad on June 30 and July 1, 1985. This convention is open 
to AITUC affiliates and other Unions which are friendly to 
ATTUC. The convention will start on 30th June 198$ at 10 AM. 
Bach Union should send two or three delegates to the convention 
which is only for Central Government Industrial. Enterprises
( not for departmental undertakings or services organisations) 

J
The main purpose of the convention is to formulate the tasks 
of the Trade Unions in the face of shifts in Government policy, 
the danger of privatisation , denial of workers rights , poor 
performance and mismanagement of many units etc. ‘

You are requested to ensure that competent representatives 
from AITUC affiliated Public Sector Unions in your state 
attend the convention positively. Please inform us.by June 15, 
I985 how many comrades to expect an& from which Unions.

For other techlhical details please/the circular for AITUC 
General Council meeting. '

With fraternal greetings,

General .Secretary
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Greetings To Sqn. Rakesh Sharma & The Soviet Cosmonauts. 
••••••♦

The General Council of the ATTUC sends its warmest 
greetings to Sqdn. Leader Rakesh °harma and his two 
Soviet colleagues, Commander Yuri Malyshev and Flight 
Engineer Gennady StekaLov for the successful space mission 
conducted recently. The working class of the country is 
proud that an Eidian Cosmonaut was enabled by the Socialist 
Soviet Union to go to space and conduct the scheduled 
experiments. The General Council also congratulates 
Ravish Malhotra, the stand by Indian Cosmonaut. At a 
time when Reagan and his Military advisors are attempting 
to threaten the world into catastrophe by use of the 
neutron Bomb Missilies etc., at a time when they are 
attempting even to use the space for military purposes 
and bring holocaust to the world, the space mission of 
the three cosmanauts including an Indian for conducting 
experiments for peaceful purposes comes as a welcome 

contrast and pointing to the world the necessity to halt 
the nefarious attempts of Beason and the U.S. war maniacs 
to use space for military purposes. The flight to space 
of Sqn. Idr. Rakesh Sharma and his two Soviet cosmanauts 
once again emphasises the close co-operation and develop

ing friendship between India and USSR in all spheres 
of life such as Hade, Commerce, Technology, Culture, 
Science, Defence etc.. The General Council welcomes 
this increasing friendship and plod res to continue its 
efforts to further strengthen this friendship between 

the two countries in the interest of peace and propres.



For... T akeover of. Clos ed _ Wg.
The General Council of the AHUC notes with concern 

that the incidence of cl sour es of textile mills in different 
states continues unabated and at least ^6 textile mills are 
now under clsoure throwing out of job thousands of workers.

The General Council deplores the Governments in different^ 
attitude in the natter of taking effective steps to reopen 
the closed mills. There are also several mills in various states 
which are locked out by their ownersf depriving several thousands 
of their jobs.

The General Council reiterates the demand for immediate 
takeover of these cl/oaed and locked out mills.

The General Council congratulates the textile workers 
who came from different states to court arrest at the call of 
the all-India Textile Workers’ Federation demanding takeover 
of closed textile mills.

The General Council is also of the opinion that such 
patch work solution can not be the final solution for the ills 
of the industry and the hardships of the workers. It therefore 
demands immediate nationalisation of the entire industry without 
compensation and its reorganisation on a democratic basis. .

In Support of the Strike of Hosiery Worlds of 
__ _____ —________ _____  

The General Council of the AHUC reiterates into firm 
support to the long drawn strike of $0,000 Hosiery Workers of 
west Bengal on the demand of minimum wege and other benefits.

The General Council calls upon the workers and unions 
of other industries to extend all support and help to the 
striking hosiery workers who are naturally in great'hardships 
with therir families.



The continuous default by the Central Government 
to pay instalments to its employees as and when they fall 
due, is justifiably causing serious discontent among the 

- employees- The recent belated release of 3 instalments falls 
short by another 3 instalments which have fallen due. Such 
witholding virtually amounts to wage freeze by the backdoor. 
Sie A.I.T.E.C., strongly condemns such witholding of D.A. 
which has almost become a regular practice.

The Central Govt. Employees including ADE, HHR, 
NIPT1 , F'TPTO, AIDE!', FIDE GF and Confederation of C'E and are 
holding a massive Dharna on .b.S^ at Finance Minister's 
residence. As demand the immediate release of the further 
three instalments which have fallai due.

Tills meeting of the General Council fully airports 
this'^ust demand. The General Council further demands strict 
adherence to the Pay Commission’s recomendation and the 
chmiteont of the Government of payment of dearness allowance 

aS and when it falls due is without any delay.

t The General Council meeting of the AL1 India Trade Th ion 
Egress greets i the vast masses of workers for their glorious 
march to Parliament on April 1 , 19^ under the banner of the 
r - * -
Rational Campaign Committee. These thousands upon thousands 
of workers only reflected th® deep ups and unrest of the lakhs 
upon lakhs of Ihdiarfs industrial and agricultural workers, 

the urban and the rurd, the organised and the ^organised.
Sie General Council calls upon the Government to 

take a warning from this demonstration md make amends to 
its promanopdy end anti-labour policies, and take firm -steps 
specially against the lock-outs, closures and ’sickness’ 

offensive of toe managements.



gelj^^..The^o^ For

The Committee for the Revision of D.A. payable to 

Public Sector eapoloyees have reached a virtual deadlock. 

The T.U. representatives have sealed down their demand to 

Rs .2/ pointwhile the Government and the Public Sector manage

ment representatives refuse to go beyond Ps.J.^O/ per point 

of rise in the cost of living index. This offer is rightly 

not acceptable as it fails to fully neutralise the rise in 

jd® the living index even for the lowest paid workers - a 

principle ^ich the employees succeeded in winning in 19^3. 

Therefore all the T.U. representatives including the XNHJC 

wrote a protest letter to the Govt. Later on the call of UCC 

the Public Sector employees widely observed a protest day. 

The employees are becoming increasingly restive. The General 

Council of the MTLJSC calls upon the Government to take a 

realistic and reasonable view of the matter and concede the 

just demand jointly put forth by the representatives of the 

T .Us on the committee. It further appeals to the workers of 
Public Sector to come together to unleash a united mass move

ment so that the Govt, of India is forced to concede to the 

just demands of these workers.

Gl.eeMnfLS_T^Jute- ^dPort. Work ers

The General Council of the ATTUC warmly greets the 

Jute and Port and Dock Sorters and Power workers for their 

magnificent united strike actions and the victories achieved 

by them.

The significance of these strikes behind these success

ful strikes lies in the fact that all the Unions and Federations 

affiliated to AITUC, CITU, UMS and IHTUC and others were 

fighting together. This unity in action froto the stage of 

formulation of demands to the strike and the settlement is 

an inspiring feature of these glorious actions.

The Jute strike included the demand of hation al is at ion
of Jute ill Sidustry.



Eie Jute Workers of almost all affiliation s fighting 

for the democratic demand of nationalisation of Jute mills 

is .again an important feature of the working class struggle 

of our country in present times.

The General Council of the AHUG takes particular 

note of this phenomenon and calls upon all the Unions in 

general and the left led Unions in particular to take this new 

development into account and work for consideration of this 

unity trend and carry it forward.

GIC Workers

The General Council congratulates the GIC workers for 

fighting doggedly for the last 3 years a legal battle and 

trade union struggles resulting in the unanimous judgement 

delivered by the Supreme Court on 1st March 198^ in upholding 

the right to collective bargaining in General Insurance industry- 

invalidating an arbitrarily introduced scheme of service 

conditions in the year 19^0 by notifications. Regret bly, the 

judgement goes out of its way to term the workers in the 

industry as High Wage s islanders and indie £es a possibl/e 

wage freeze. Under such circumstances the struggles are 

inevitable jointly by Banks, LIC, and GIC employees.

Sae Government has yet not implemented the Supreme 

Court judgement 'giving rise to apprehensions of an 

ordinance to supercede the right to collective bargaining 

with the result that the workers in the industry are driven 

to avoidable strike actions. The General Council congratulates 
the joint struggle launched by the workers, TUs in the industry 

and warns the Government that delay in Implementing the Supreme 

Court judgement will invite not only contempt of Court but 

also destroy the good industrial relations in the public sector 

industry. Bae AITUC fully supports the struggle of the GIC 

employees and calls upon the Central finance Ministry to open 

dialogue with the workers, trade unions and arrive at a settle
ment under the ID Act and alleviate the apprehensions of 

destroying the process of collective bargaining process .



On The Situation In Punjab

j # The General Council of the AITUC expresses its deep 

anguish and concern about the developments in the sensitive 

border state of Pubjab and severely condemns the killings that 

are going on. The General Council offers its condolences to 

all the bereaved families.

2. The General council strongly condemns the role of Undu 

Comunalists and otto mischievious elements in the neighbouring 

state of -aryan a fox harassing and killing the Sikhs and 

desecrating the Gurdwaras thus further complicating the situation.

3. However,the working class and secular and partriotic 

forces amongst Hindus and Sikhs in both the States hgve stood 
up against common al ism of every variety and moved in big numbers 

in various cities, towns and even billages to preserve and 

promote communal peace and unity. The General Council greets 

them for their courageous Intervention to defuse the situation. 

The General ^Council specially greets the Unions and workers 

of the AHUC who have valiaubly stood up against heavy odds 

against the retrenchment a communal violence.

U. The General Council is of the opinion that the Uaion 

Government is only drifting and has failed politically to solve 

the problems and administratively to curb the extremists. The 

Government should take up the proposals of the 1983 Delhi meting 

of opposition Parties as a basis to settle the Punjab tangele. 

This step win isolate the aggressive comunalists and knock 

out from under their feet the soil on which they hope to thrive. 

5. The General Council also feels that the equivocal

positions taken by the Akali Party are only encouraging the 

extremists, and also preventing a settlement. They say that 

they are not for and separatism and are also against

violence and killings. But in practice they do nothing to mobilise 

healthy forces against them and even allow the communal elements



and such leaders like Stent Bhindranwsle to take shelter in 
the holy CrurdwsraX^^i is considered a holy place of wrship 
r . /by both Hindus and Sikhs. They are carrying on their ^gressive 
plans from within the Golden Temple and othr Gurdwaras. Their 
decision to torn tide 25 of the Constitution amounts only to 

playing into the hands ot those who wish to divide
Sikhs as a separate nationnd resort to anarchism and killings. 
The AITUC General Council urges upon the Akaii Party to un
equivocally against the killings, declare that holy furdwaras 
and religious places of worship cannot be used as hide outs 
for criminals and anti-social elements, and rally together with 
all otter secular and democratic forces to preserve the unity 
of the Binjabi people and the integrity of our country. They 
should return to negotiating table, \
6. The General Council warns all the secular, patriotic and 
democratic people or our country to take # note of the game 
of Imperialism end the oW? enemies the country
within and abroad to destabilise our country aid create chaos 
by encouraging all such anarchic, extremist, eoamunalist and 
separatist forces. The General Council calls upon the working 
class and all Os to rim a sustained campaign to rouse the 
woring class of the country against the machinations of the 
communal 1sts and the extremists, I
7. The General.. Council areals to the Wien Government 
to take necessary political aid administrative steps to settle 
the Punjab tangle and restore peace and order in the troubled 
towns of the State. Sie Punjab economy is suffering and 
canrot be flowed to suffer any more.
3. Trio General Council hails the initiative taken by the 
AITUC in sending a delegation to nnjab and places on record 

its appreciation of the good work done by the d<egt tion.



Time Is past running out, The General Council 
fervently appeals to the Government and all concerned to act 
quickly to solve the Punjab tangle by arriving at a just and 
democratic solution,and pu^t an end to the orgy of criminals 
and extemists the Punjab, Haryana and Delhi.
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President: Chaturanan Mishra
General Secretary: Indrajit Gupta, M.P. Teie:387320/38^27
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Circular /GC/I/198U 16 March 198U

To All Members Of The General Council
NOTICE. OF MEETING

A meeting of the General Council of/the ATTUC will be held 
in New Delhi at the central office, 2^ Canning Lane, from 
Singhs20 *rU 1984' The of the

1 • Confirmation of minutes of previous meeting

2. Review of the march to Parliament

3. Organis at ion-report, discussion & decisions 

U v R es olu tion s

5« - Any Other business.

The meeting will commence at U p.m. on 19 April 198*+. If 
required the meeting may continue on the morning of 21 April

should note that if they require return bookings 
uney Seould inform this office well in time and send the 
money for their tickets. No reservation will be made unless 
the money is received.

With greetings ,

Yours fraternally,

(INDR AT IT G UPT A)^_ 1 • 
G en e r al S e cf f ar y.



TMe General Council of the AI TGC is shocked at 
the brutual murder Com."a-man Kahapatra, a prominent 
leader of the Orissa working class movement and a 

former member of Sa^ya Sabha*
Com*Mahapatra was Watttally murdered at 

Berhumpur in broad day light by a group of anti social 
gangsters when he was leading a processing ®S workers*

The council condemns the eallousnes of the poll 
and the Congres4D State Government in protecting law 
and order and allowing the anti-social hoodlooms to 

carry on murder any attacks*'
meh convoying condolances to the workers of this 

state and tM members of Wk Com* La^an MaWpatra’s 

family the council deeps its red flag in honour of 

this deceased Comrade*



1



The General Council of th© AITUC is shocked at 
the brut|al murder^Com.taxman Mahapatra, a prominent 

leader' of the Orissa working class movement and a 

former member of Sa^ya Sabha.
Com.Mahapatra was brutal ally murdered at 

Berhampur in broad day light by a group of anti social 
gangsters when he was leading a process^ UBS workers.

The council condemns the callousness of the police 
and the Congress(l) State Government in protecting law 
and order and allowing the anti-social hoodlums to 

carry on murder15 say attacks*
Which conveying condolances to the workers of this 

state and the members of kte 
family the council its red flag injaonour^ a#.



AITUC flag
I n view of the changed situation and in order

to avoid any confusion arising out of multiplicity 
of central trade unions, the General Council of the
AITUC meeting in Sew Delhi on August 22-24, 1983, 
resolves to change the flag of the AITUC from the 
existing emblem of ’TUC ’ to ’AITUC’ written on a 
reactangular red cloth back ground*



The Gmersl Council of Trade tlaim I Mt
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hmded war Trine®®!©© t® 0BU put up tneir fuel Bose for

XdE© Garcia and ^recreatim ground* fw the ® mi in that 
. - a-tX.

©ESS-

■ eleai- it for the feerieans*



It is in cent art that Jayswardane 8 :es ©d
praettees Have to b® swn« W M2 taken out a loaf fsw 
Milters ■ be ok of strategy and is fanning raelA hatred* 

■ , z ■
Klnoritie»| end resorting to Im on left and democrat le 
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democraoy m elvil life totOy md

Gewnmst is fereed to resist world
03d tam St and d^ro 3 fully restored it -oka.



Th© General Council of the AITUC severely condemns 
the barbarous repression let loos© by the Zia military 

•7 - /

dictatorship on the people of Pakistan who are heroically 
/ fighting in defence of their democratic rights and the

establishment of a popular civilian Government in their 
country*

/ , The Zia dictatorship during the last six years has
'i

deprived the people of their democratic and human rights. 
Political parties have been outlawed, trade unions and other 
mass organisations have been banned, and even the cultural 
and peace organisations which stood for democratic values 
have been suppressed. The most inhuman tortures have been 
inflicted on imprisoned leaders of the popular movement and 
some of the leaders d* the working class have even been killed 
in prison. Even women leaders who opposed the suppression 
of rights of women and fought for the democratic rights 
of the people have been thrown in prison and subjected to ill* 
threatments and harsh punishments, processions aid protest 

demonstrations have been fired upon leading to over a dozen 
deaths and arrested demonstrators have been subjected 
to barbarous forms of punishment Including flogging •

General Zia is undei’ U.S. arms and
smarting

converting Pakistan into a prison of peoples, in a seat to sasM 
escalate tension In the sub-conti^nenv and aggression 
against neighbours and a base for US designs in this area 
of evr world.

But the people of Pakistan demand peace in the 
world and specially with neighbours like India and Afghanistan, 
they want restoration of democracy and rapid social progress. 

The General Council of the AITUC expresses its whole 
hearted support to and solidarity with the fighting people 
of Pakistan in this their holy struggle •



' OBSERVE SEPTEMBER let AS ANTI-WAR DAY

1. The General Council of the AITUC views with 

serious alarm the unprecedented escalation of the arms 

race which is threatening the whole world with a nuclear 

catastrophe and destruction of humanity. This danger has 

been ^increased manifold by ths decision of the U.S. 

imperialists to deploy new nuclear missiles in five 

West European countries by next December. These 

missiles gee aimed at the Soviet Union and can strike 
^^^w%ithin six minutes of being launched.

2. The Government of the USSR, while being 

forced to take necessary measures for the defence of 

its own country# has made, and continues to make, 

repeated offers and constructive proposals for a 

negotiated settlement in favour of freeze on nuclear 

weapons, disarmament, and all-round relaxation of 

tension. To all such proposals the Reagan administration 

has So far turned a deaf ear. The AITUC expresses 

its full support for the Soviet peace initiatives which 
are in the interests of entire mankind.

3* At the same time, extremely serious develop

ments are taking place in Central America and the 

Carribean, in the Middle East, South Africa, the Indian 

Ocean and South East Asia. The US imperialists and 

their allies are carrying on a series of provocations 

and conspiracies combined with military threats, 
against the peoples of Nicaragua, El Sa^ador and Cuba, 

of the Lebanon, of South Africa, Namibia, Angola, 

Vietnam, Kampuchea and North Korea. New hotbeds of 
1- '

wear are being created on a wide scale.



While the Pakistani military dictatorship continues 

to be feverishly armed by Washington, and the Diego 

Garcia base is being strengthened and extended, the US 

imperialists are also trying to fish in the troubled 

waters of Sri Lanka and to secure military and naval bases 

there. All this constitutes a threat to India’s security 

and to the peace of the entire region.

4. In this grave situation, the call to observe 

September 1st, as a world-wide "Anti-War Day", originally 

given by the World federation of Trade Unions, has been 

repeated by the World Assembly for Peace and Life, against 

Nuclear War held in Prague last June, in which about 500 

trade union delegates from 82 countries participated.

The General Coumcil of the AITUC wholeheartedly 

support® this call, and calls upon all its State units 

and affiliated unions to observe September 1st in 

cooperation with other trade union organisations and mass 

organisations and political parties, by organising 

meetings, demonstrations, conventions and Peace marches 

on an extensive scale throughout the country, to demand* 

s No nuclear war
* No deployment of US missiles in Western 

Bur ope
= Stop arms aid to Pakistan 

imperialist^ conspiracies in Indian 
” Ocean
•fa Defeat conspiracies against peoples of 

Africa, Middle East and South-East Asia 

» Support independence and sovereginty 

of Nicaragua and Cuba

» Defend India’s national security and 
Independence

= Long live World Peace



The General Council of the OTOC expresses grave

Concern at the alarming Increase in the incidence of lockouts 
and closures in the recent period resulting in loss of 
employment of thousands of workers besides loss of production 

Tn© employers in different industries are often 
unscrupulously using lockouts and te^orary closures to build 
pressure on the workers to force them to accept- increased 
workload and other harsher conditions of service, and also 
as a means to extract more concessions, credits from the 
Government and financial institutions,

During th. tIwo years mandays »• on account of 
lockouts have doubled, while in West Ben al the losses have 
increased three times. The number of lockouts also is 
steadily increasing and in some cases, as in jute mills in 
West Bengal are prolonged for months together,

Industrial ’’sickness” also has beccme for employers 
indulgin in fraud and malpractices, a profitable business 
due to various concessions made available by the Government 
to ’’sick” units including finances. It is net therefore 
surprising that the number of industrial units becoming 
"sick” are steadily increasing includin ; big units run by 
the monopolies. According to the latest information supplied 
to the Parliament, there were 28,360 sick industrial units as 
on June 30, 1982 with bank credit to the tune of 2,299 
crore blocked, up by them. k

The Government besides setting up oo^unS^tow period!- 
caHy to look into the ’’sickness” problem, has not taken



amount from the public exchequer*
The General Council of the AITUC demands institution 

of thorough probe into the affairs of all such units showing 
signs of sickness and deterrent punishments of those of the 
management^ responsible for fraudulent practices. The General 
Council also demands that all dues of the workers of such 
units must be treated as first charge aid to that end s if 
necessary9 relevant laws have to be amended, and the amoi^ 
of bank and other credits including workers’ dues be realised 
by attaching the personal properties of the^Board^f Directors* 

Hith regal'd to increasing incidence of lockouts and 
closures, the General Council demands the banning of lockouts 
and closures as conditions laid down prior to declaring 
lockout or closure are flouted by the employers with 
imp unity*

The General Council calls upon unions concerned to 
organise spot resistance against lockouts aid closures and 
to secure democratic public opinion in support of such 
action•

• •sen 

z



The General Council of the AITUC reiterates the demand 
for withdrawal of the anti-labour Bills that are still pending 
in Parliament vis., the Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill, 19^2 
and the Hospitals and other institutions (settlement of 
Dispute) Bill, 1982.

Barring the TITUC, all other central trade union 
organisations have already made known to the Government their 
opposition to these Bills as well as to the recommendations 
of the Sanat Mehta Committee which are equally anti-working 
class,

*lhe AITUC and other central trade unions have already 
explained to the Government that y these Bills including 
the industrial Disputes (Mmdment) Bill already passed by 
the Parliament last year, seek to impose sore and more curbs 
on th© workers and their trade unions, on the trade union and 
democratic rights, on the functioning and activities of trade 
unions .

These Bills which ver© introduced without any prior 
consultations with the Trade unions, coaled with the BSMA and 
National Security Act already in the Statute book^are designed 
to throttle the trade union movement in the country and rob 
workers of their basic trade union rights.

The General Council therefore urges upon the Government 
not to proceed with the Bills pending in the parliament and 
instead, evolve a democratic industrial relations system on the 
basis of consultations with the trade unions.



The General Council of the AITUC expresses concern 
at the galloping rise in the prices of essential commodities, 
more especially tost during the last six months of this year. 
The uptrend in the wholesale as well as the working class 
Consumer price indices have acquired faster rates this year.

The wholesale price index numbers increased at a 
faster rate of 7A percent between January and June 19^3 
cocpared to 2e1 percent in the corresponding period of 19^2.

The consumer price Index has gone up by as much as 
38 points between January and June 19^3 • The biggest rise 
in one month in the index during the last ten years has taken 
place in May 1983 by 13 points and again in June by further 
12 points. This gives a lie to the tall claims of the 
government of arresting price rise and containing inflation. 
The price situation in reality is far more alarming as the 
consumer price index continues to be defective the Government 
having refused to rectify, and the actual^ price rises in 
tlip retail markets donot in the CPI. The working class
thus continues to suffer from erosion of their real wages 
firstly ? due to denial, of full neutralisation in the rise af- 
prices and secondly due to the defective computation of the 

index.
While reiterating the demand of full neutralisation 

of the rise in prices and rectification of the defective index
compilation, the General Council demands effective measures 
to check the price rise of essential commodities by means of 
expansion and strengthening of the public distribution^stem 
and with that end in view to take over the whole sale; Ta



foodgrains and nationalisation of major consumer industries 

like textiles, dp^s



The General Council of the AITUC demands that all the 
three hydel projects viz*, Chamera Project in Chamba Distt., 
Nathpa-Jhakki Project in Simla Distt. and Koi Project in 
Mandi Distt. of Himachal Pradesh, are started without delay. 
Invest! at ions with regard to these projects are reported to 
have been completed. These Projects will go a long way in 
mitigating the unemployment problem in Himachal Pradesh and 
in easing the energy crisis.

♦ « « « « e *
on EFsm<m of tu tights n: u.^..

The General Council of the AITUC protests against the 
repressive measures taken by the management of the public 
sector concern, the National Hydro-electric Power Corporation 
to curb trade union rights and victimisation of union 
leaders.

The General. Council demands the revocation of the unjusti
fied dismissal and reinstatement of Surjit Singh Dogra, 
President of the WHPC Workers’ Union of Himachal Pradesh 
and T. B. Hiardwa j, General Secretary of NHPC Staff Association
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The General Council of the All Inaia Trade Union 
Congress views with satisfaction the recommendation of 
the Central Board of Trustees,Employees Provident Fund 
for evolving a new scheme for old age, survivors mud 
invalidity pension by combining the Family Pension Scheme, 
Employees Deposit Linked Insurance Scheme, Pensionary 
benefits in ths ",S.I. Scheme and if need be a small 
rise in the rate of contribution*

The General Council of the AITUC strongly opposes 
the proposed splitlhg of the Provident Fund Organisation 
in order to handover the management of P.F. scheme to the 
employees in case of all establishments employing more 
than 500 workers* The employers will be provided with 
large amounts from P»F* doductione to settle the claims 
of workers*

This is being done in purauanoe of the Rsaew&adsM 
Recoinmendations of Ramanuja Committee. The AITUC has 
already communicated its opposition to this proposal.

Employers who are known to have defaulter and 
misused workers* contribution to F.F* to-a tune of 
S.40 crores cannot be given huge amounts to misuse* 

The A.I.T.U.C* has been demanding a cmpretensive
Social Security Scheme a for a long time. |

The General Council calls upon the Government of 
India to accept the recommendation of the Central 
Board of Trustees and to Umediately set up a tripartite 
committee with a time bound programme to evolve this «»
new scheme which must be put into practice at the earliest*

•••••* J



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 
24 Canning Lane, New Delhi LIO 001

President : S.A.Dange
General
Secretary : Indrajit Gupta M.P.

Telephone J86427/387320
Telegrams AITUCONG

17 June 1983

To
All Members of the General Council

Dear CAmrades,

1 A meeting of the general council will be held, in New Delhi 
from 22-24 August 1983- The meeting will commence at 4 p^u on 
the 22 August 1983. a

The following will be the agenda :

1. Confirmation of minutes of the .previous meeting
2. Report on developments since the last' meeting.

. 3* Dates and venue of the AITUC congress.
4. Matters connected with the congress s agenda, 

delegates, etc.
5* Campaign following NCC convention on 21 August 1983
6. Finance and organisational matters 
7. Any other business

p .
The National Campaign Committee has now decided to hold an all-India 

convention on the lines of the Bombay conven'tion of 1981 on 21 August 
1983 at New Delhi. The actual venue and other details such as number 
of delegates, etc. will be finalised at a meeting of the NCC with 
industrial federations to be held on 15 July.1983 at New Delhi. The 
details will then be sent to you. But comrades should take steps to 
ensure that the full complement, and a fully representative delegation 
comes from their respective states, so that AITUC is present in full 
strength.

•ri 
3. Com?*des who will be attending the conference in Baroda on 27 & 28 
August on minimum wages can proceed to Baroda after the general 
council meeting.

4. Comrades should note that this will be the last meeting of the 
general council before the AITUC congress to be held in December 
and they are requested to attend pasitively.

With greetings,



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
24 Cannii Lane, New Delhi 110 001 Telephone: 386427/387320

Telegrams: AITUCONG 
GPRESIDENr DANGE

GENERAL . ■
SECRETARY : ;INDRAJIT GUPTA M.P. 17 June 1983

Te
All members of the Working Committee *
Dear Cemaades,

A meeting of the working committee will be held in New Delhi 
bn 22 August 1983 at 2.30 p.m.

The agenda will be as follows :

1. Confirmation of minutes-of the previous 
meetings

2. Dates & Venue of the AITUC'congress and 
other details regarding congress.

3. Agenda for the general council meeting.

4. Any other business.

All members of the working committee are also reminded that 
the NCC convention will be held on 21 August 1983 at New Delhi 
and they should attend positively as the AITUC leadership.should 
be fully represennted.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

■ . .

(INDRAJIT GUPTA MiTTJ
General Secretary

P.T.O.
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